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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electrical component comprising a combination of plural functioning members, as well as to an emergency stop system and a communications apparatus including the same.

Background Art

[0002] There has been known a switch assembly, such as shown in Fig.63 for example, as an electrical component for use in a bus-system network and the like which communicates a communication signal composed of a voltage signal by way of two bus lines. A switch assembly 1 comprises a pressing section 2, an operating shaft 3, an adaptor 4 and a communication-function incorporating contact 5.

[0003] The pressing section 2 accepts an operation given by an operator. The operator can change the state of the contact 5 by depressing the pressing section 2 in a direction of an arrow Y1. At this time, the operating shaft 3 shifts its position in association with the movement of the pressing section 2.

[0004] On the other hand, the communication-function incorporating contact 5 includes a switch section 7 serving as a switch for switching contacts. The switch section 7 is operated in conjunction with the operating shaft 3. Specifically, when the operator depresses the pressing section 2 in the direction of the arrow Y1, the operating shaft 3 is slidably moved in a direction of an arrow Y2 to depress the switch section 7 of the contact 5 in a direction of an arrow Y3 thereby changing the state of the switch assembly 1. This causes the communication-function incorporating contact 5 to output a communication signal.

[0005] The adaptor 4 includes one contact mounting portion 9. This contact mounting portion 9 is capable of mounting a single contact.

[0006] Fig.64 is a connection diagram in which the switch assembly 1 is connected to a network with a bus line BL by way of the communication-function incorporating contact 5 thereof. The communication-function incorporating contact 5 is connected to a CPU 15 via the bus line BL. The CPU 15 is adapted to receive an information communication signal issued by the communication-function incorporating contact 5.

[0007] The communication-function incorporating contact 5 outputs an ON or OFF signal depending upon the operation given by the operator. The CPU 15 receives this signal to control the operations of a motor M1 via another CPU 17.

[0008] The switch assembly 1 of such a configuration has the following drawbacks. Specifically, the switch assembly 1 with the communication-function incorporating contact 5 may be connected to the bus-system network so that an integral management may be provided for controlling the state of the switch assembly the same way as the other devices connected to the bus-system network are controlled.

[0009] However, the aforesaid switch assembly 1 is incapable of transmitting the operation of the operator directly to a target device. More specifically, the communication-function incorporating contact 5 is arranged as follows. When the operator manipulates a push button 11, the communication-function incorporating contact 5 transmits an information piece corresponding to the operation of the push button to the CPU 15 which is connected therewith. The CPU 15, in turn, issues a command to the device and the like.

[0010] If, at this time, the CPU 15 is disabled due to some abnormality, the operation given by the operator will never be transmitted to the target device. This leads to a disadvantage particularly when the power supply to the apparatus must be shut off in an urgent condition such as emergency stop.

[0011] On the other hand, it may be contemplated that a switch assembly incorporating no communication function is used instead of the switch assembly 1 with the communication-function incorporating contact 5 shown in Fig.63. In a case where a plurality of switch assemblies of this type are disposed on an electric switchboard, wirings on a back side of the electric switchboard are as shown in Fig.65. There is a problem that a large volume of complicated wirings is required for the connection of the individual switch assemblies.

[0012] In the general bus-system network, two bus lines (+V line and 0V line) are used, as the aforesaid bus line BL (see Fig.64), for communicating the communication signal composed of voltage signal. The switch assembly 1 with the communication-function incorporating contact 5 is connected to such a bus-system network as shown in Fig.66, for example.

[0013] As seen in Fig.66, the circuitry of the switch assembly 1 is made up of the communication-function incorporating contact 5 (hereinafter referred to as “communications contact”) and a switch section 21. The communications contact 5 comprises an integrated communication circuit incorporating an input interface 22 (hereafter the interface is abbreviated as “I/F”), having a positive supply terminal Vin thereof connected to a positive +V bus line B1 as well as a zero-volt terminal Z and a ground terminal GND thereof connected to a reference 0V bus line B2. On the other hand, transmission terminals INP, INM of the communications contact 5 are connected to the both bus lines B1, B2. The communications contact 5 communicates the communication signal of voltage signal superimposed on the bus lines B1, B2.
By the way, the switch section 21 is connected to an input terminal Din of the input I/F 22. Manipulating the switch section 21 switches the level of the input terminal Din of the input I/F 22, thereby changing the operation mode of the communications contact 5. The switch section 21 conventionally employs a switch 21a of a contact-making configuration. A large capacitor 21b is connected in parallel with the switch 21a for preventing chattering at On/Off switching operations. The switch 21a and the capacitor 21b constitute the switch section 21. It is noted that a reference character 23 denotes a pull-up resistor for the input terminal Din of the input I/F 22.

Unfortunately, if the switch section 21 comprises the switch 21a of the contact-making configuration, a high current need be conducted in order to ensure stable operations of the switch. This results in an increased amount of heat generation, which leads to a fear of degrading the quality or reliability of the component. Particularly where the switch sections 21 are collectively disposed, it is difficult to spare an adequate space for heat release and an even greater amount of heat generation results. Furthermore, the high current value constitutes a drawback of increase in the power consumption. In addition, the provision of the capacitor 21b for preventing the chattering results in an increased size of the switch section 21.

As shown in Fig.66, it is a conventional practice to connect a surge-absorbing Zener diode 25 between the transmission terminals INP, INM for removal of surge noises invading the transmission terminals INP, INM of the communications contact 5 via the bus lines B1, B2.

In such a bus-system network, all the communications contacts 5 are connected in parallel with the transmission lines. Accordingly, the transmission path inclusive of the communications contacts 5 must have a small capacity in order to provide high-speed communications of communication signals of voltage signals between the plural communications contacts 5. Furthermore, it is preferred to limit the capacity between the transmission terminals INP, INM of the communications contact 5 to the minimum possible level in order to permit the greatest possible number of communications apparatuses to be connected to the network.

Unfortunately, a single Zener diode 25 is limited in the ability to accomplish the reduction of the capacity between the transmission terminals INP, INM. Thus, it has been impossible for a single Zener diode 25 to accomplish a sufficient reduction of the capacity of the transmission path inclusive of the communications contacts 5.

On the other hand, each of the communications contacts 5 must have a high impedance for holding a high impedance of the overall transmission path thereby ensuring that waveforms of the voltage signals as the communication signals are correctly communicated among the plural communications contacts 5 in the bus-system network. A coil is used as means for increasing the impedance of the communications contact 5. Particularly, an open magnetic circuit coil, which is less costly than a closed magnetic circuit coil, has conventionally been employed from the standpoint of cost-effectiveness.

The open magnetic circuit coil consists of a hollow bobbin and windings wound thereover. As shown in Figs. 67, 68, for example, an open magnetic circuit coil 27 is often disposed substantially at a center of an assembly body 28 or 29 of the switch assembly 1 incorporating the communications contact 5. In this case, the coil 27 is disposed in a manner that an axis of the coil 27 is in parallel with a direction orthogonal to a longitudinal direction of the assembly body 28 or 29. However, the assembly body 28 or 29 with the coil 27 disposed substantially at the center thereof encounters the following problem. In a case where plural switch assemblies 1 individually incorporating the communications contacts 5 therein are arranged in juxtaposition, magnetic fluxes from adjoining coils 27 interfere with each other so as to cancel depending upon the orientations of the coils 27 as shown in Figs. 67 and 68 (arrows in Figs. 68 and 69 indicate the directions of the magnetic fluxes). As a result, the coils are decreased in inductance.

Therefore, the individual switch assemblies 1 must be juxtaposed as the communications contacts 5 spaced from one another to a degree that the magnetic fluxes from the adjoining coils 27 are kept out of interference.

Otherwise, as shown in Fig.70, the individual switch assemblies 1 incorporating the communications contacts 5 must be arranged in a manner that the adjoining coils 27 are positioned to direct the magnetic fluxes therefrom in orthogonal relation (as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 70) thereby keeping the magnetic fluxes therefrom out of interference. In either case, an increased installation space results.

Document DE 36 11 579 C1 discloses an electrical component according to the preamble of claim 1.

It is a first object of the present invention to provide an electrical component, such as a switch assembly, which permits an integral management through network and contributes to space saving, and which permits the operation or the like given by the operator to directly affect the target device thereby ensuring the operation of the target device.

It is a second object of the present invention to provide an emergency stop system featuring more safe and reliable operations.

It is a third object of the present invention to accomplish an extended service life and reduced power consumption of switch means for use in a communications apparatus employing the above electrical component.

It is a fourth object of the present invention to reduce the capacity of the overall transmission path in the network by decreasing the capacity of the communications apparatus.

It is a fifth object of the present invention to achieve an increased impedance of the communications apparatus.
These objects are achieved by an electrical component according to claim 1. Advantageous further developments are set forth in claims 2 to 51.

According to the present invention for achieving the above-mentioned first object, the electrical component comprises a combination of a plurality of functioning members of different functions which each perform a predetermined input and/or output operation, wherein the functioning members are each driven by one or more driving members. In this case, the functioning members may preferably include at least a direct functioning member providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state, and an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal.

Such a configuration provides a compact combination of plural functioning members of different functions such as the direct functioning member and the information input/output functioning member, thus contributing to the reduction of installation space. Furthermore, the configuration permits a single driving unit to positively drive the plural functioning members of different functions such as the direct functioning member and the information input/output functioning member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the driving member includes an operation transmitting member receiving an operation given by an operator and transmitting the received operation, and that the functioning members are each connected to the operation transmitting member for receiving the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member.

Such a configuration permits the operation transmitting member to transmit the operation of the operator to the respective functioning members and to switch each of the functioning members to a predetermined output state based on a content of the operation.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning members include at least a direct functioning member providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member, and an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member.

According to such a configuration, the operation transmitting member causes the direct functioning member to provide an output for switching to the conductive state or to the non-conductive state depending upon the content of the operation, as well as to switch the information input/output functioning member to an information signal receiving state and/or an information signal outputting state.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning members include at least a direct functioning member providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member, and an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to a received input.

According to such a configuration, the operation transmitting member causes the direct functioning member to provide an output for switching to the conductive state or to the non-conductive state depending upon the content of the operation, as well as to switch the information input/output functioning member to an information signal receiving state and/or an information signal outputting state.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member includes an operation receiving member for receiving the operation given by the operator, and an adaptor member including an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with the operation receiving member, and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting the functioning member. Such a configuration permits the operation receiving member and the functioning member to be interconnected via the adaptor member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member includes an operation member directly receiving the operation given by the operator, and an operation connection member including a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting the functioning member, and that the operation member and the operation connection member are combined by means of an operation-adaptor member. Such a configuration facilitates the connection of the operation member and the operation connection member, the connection structures of which are not compatible with each other.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the driving member includes an operation transmitting member receiving an operation given by an operator and transmitting the received operation, that the operation transmitting member incorporates therein at least either one of a direct functioning member, as the functioning member, providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member, and an information input/output functioning member, as the functioning member, for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to the operation transmitted from the operation transmitting member, that at least either one of the information input/output functioning member and the direct functioning member is designed to be connectable, and that either the direct functioning member or the
information input/output functioning member that is incorporated in the operation transmitting member, and either the
information input/output functioning member or the direct functioning member that is connected with the operation
transmitting member are both designed to function in response to the operation.

[0042] Such a configuration dispenses with a procedure for connecting the direct functioning member or the information
input/output functioning member.

[0043] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member includes an operation receiving member for receiving an operation given by an operator, and an adaptor member
including an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with the operation receiving mem-
ber, and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting the
functioning member, and that either the direct functioning member or the information input/output functioning member
that is incorporated in the operation transmitting member is incorporated in the adaptor member.

[0044] Such a configuration permits a concurrent use of the adaptor member and the direct functioning member or
the information input/output functioning member.

[0045] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the direct functioning
member or the information input/output functioning member includes a lighting component. Such a configuration permits
a concurrent use of the direct functioning member or the information input/output functioning member and the lighting
component.

[0046] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member or the adaptor member includes a lighting component. Such a configuration permits a concurrent use of the operation
transmitting member or the adaptor member and the lighting component.

[0047] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member is designed to be connectable with the functioning member including a lighting component performing a lighting
operation under control of a control unit. Such a configuration permits the use of the functioning member including the
lighting component performing the lighting operation under control of the control unit.

[0048] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member is designed to be connectable with the functioning member including a lighting component performing a lighting
operation under control of a control unit, and that the functioning member with the lighting component and the information
input/output functioning member are designed to be in direct electrical connection with each other. Such a configuration
permits the information input/output functioning member and the functioning member with the lighting component to
directly communicate an electrical signal with each other.

[0049] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the lighting component is
of a power saving, high luminance type. Such a configuration accomplishes a reduced power consumption of the lighting
component performing the lighting operation while enhancing the luminance of the lighting component.

[0050] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member is connectable with an intermediary member for providing the functioning member with an operation output
corresponding to the operation given to the operation transmitting member. Such a configuration permits the operation
given to the operation transmitting member to be outputted to the functioning member via the intermediary member.

[0051] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member is
designed to permit the connection of an intermediary member with the functioning-member dedicated connection portion,
the intermediary member providing the functioning member with an operation output corresponding to the operation
given to the operation transmitting member. Such a configuration permits the use of the intermediary member regardless
of the use of the adaptor member.

[0052] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting
member includes a plurality of connection portions permitting the direct functioning member and the information input/
output functioning member to be concurrently connected therewith. Such a configuration permits the direct functioning
member connected via the connection portion to provide an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-
conductive state while placing the information input/output functioning member in a state to receive the information signal
and/or a state to output the information signal.

[0053] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the direct functioning
member to be connected with the operation transmitting member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated
connection portion for connection with the operation transmitting member, and that the information input/output functioning
member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion which is compatible with the operation-
transmitting-member dedicated connection portion of the direct functioning member.

[0054] Such a configuration permits the operation transmitting member to be connected with the information input/
output functioning member, in place of the direct functioning member to be connected therewith.

[0055] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the information input/output
functioning member to be connected with the operation transmitting member includes an operation-transmitting-member
dedicated connection portion for connection with the operation transmitting member, and that the direct functioning
Such a configuration permits one or more functioning members to be connected with the functioning member, in place of the information input/output functioning member to be connected therewith.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning member is designed to receive an operation outputted from the intermediary member. Such a configuration permits the functioning member to receive the operation via the intermediary member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the intermediary member changes an operating direction of the operation received from the operation transmitting member and then outputs the resultant operation to the functioning member. Such a configuration permits the operation outputted from the operation transmitting member to be changed in the operating direction before outputted to the functioning member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the intermediary member provides the functioning member with the operation received from the operation transmitting member as maintaining an operating direction thereof as it is. Such a configuration permits the operation outputted from the operation transmitting member to be outputted to the functioning member without being changed in operating direction.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member and each functioning member are formed in one piece. Such a configuration provides a more compact electrical component.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member includes an operation receiving member for receiving the operation given by the operator; an adaptor member having an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with the operation receiving member and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting the functioning member; and a functioning member having an adaptor-member dedicated connection portion to be connected with the functioning-member dedicated connection portion of the adaptor member.

Such a configuration permits the operation receiving member and the functioning member to be interconnected via the adaptor member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member has a plurality of functioning-member dedicated connection portions, thus designed to permit a part of or the all of the functioning-member dedicated connection portions to be concurrently connected with a plurality of functioning members.

Such a configuration permits one or more functioning members to be connected with the functioning-member dedicated connection portions of the adaptor member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member includes: an operation receiving member having a plurality of adaptor-member dedicated connection portions and receiving the operation given by the operator; and an adaptor member having a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting the functioning member and designed to be connectable with a part of or the all of the adaptor-member dedicated connection portions at a time.

Such a configuration permits the adaptor member to be concurrently connected with a part of or the all of the plural adaptor-member dedicated connection portions of the operation receiving member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning member includes a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting any one of the other functioning members. Such a configuration permits connection between the functioning members.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member incorporates therein any one of the functioning members except for the functioning member connected therewith. According to such a configuration, two types of functioning members can be used by utilizing the adaptor member.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member incorporates therein a lighting component. According to such a configuration, the use of the adaptor member permits the lighting component to be used concurrently.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the lighting component is of a power saving, high luminance type. Such a configuration accomplishes a reduced power consumption of the lighting component performing the lighting operation while enhancing the luminance of the lighting component.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member changes an operation stroke and/or an operation position received by the operation receiving member and then provides the resultant operation to the functioning member. Such a configuration permits the stroke or the operation position of the operation receiving member to be changed.

The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion of the adaptor member includes a base member fixed to the operation receiving member, and a fixing member for fixing a main body of the adaptor member to the base member. Such a configuration permits the operation receiving member and the fixing member to be fixed to each other by mean of the base member.
and the adaptor member.

[0072] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the adaptor member includes an intermediary-member dedicated connection portion for connecting the intermediary member for providing the functioning member with an operation output corresponding to the operation given to the adaptor member, and that the intermediary-member dedicated connection portion has a standardized configuration with respect to the operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion and the functioning-member dedicated connection portion.

[0073] Such a configuration permits the intermediary member to be connected with a member connectable with the functioning member such as the operation transmitting member, adaptor member and the like, obviating the need for differentiating the intermediate member from the functioning member.

[0074] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation transmitting member includes: an operation member directly receiving the operation given by the operator; an operation-adaptor member having an operation-member dedicated connection portion for connection with the operation member, and an operation-connection-member dedicated connection portion; and an operation connection member having an operation-adaptor-member dedicated connection portion for connecting the operation-adaptor member and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting the functioning member, and being connected with the operation-connection-member dedicated connection portion.

[0075] Such a configuration permits the operation member and the operation connection member to be interconnected via the operation-adaptor member.

[0076] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation-adaptor member changes an operation stroke and/or an operation position received by the operation member and then provides the resultant operation to the functioning member. Such a configuration permits the operation receiving member to be changed in at least either one of the operation stroke and the operation position.

[0077] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning member includes a lighting component having a front-member dedicated connection portion for connection with a front member for indication and performing a lighting operation via the front member, and that the front-member dedicated connection portion has a configuration compatible with that of the direct functioning member or the information input/output functioning member.

[0078] Such a configuration provides a functioning member including the lighting component with the front-member dedicated connection portion compatible with the direct functioning member and the information input/output functioning member.

[0079] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that each of the functioning members is contained in a casing, that the operation transmitting member is mounted to the casing as allowed to transmit the operation given by the operator, and that the operation transmitting member and each functioning member are integrated into a unit block.

[0080] Such a configuration contributes to the reduction of wirings in the bus-system network, for example, because the operation transmitting member and each functioning member are integrated into a unit block. This facilitates the installation of the network and also reduces the installation space for the network as a whole.

[0081] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the functioning members include a direct functioning member providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state and an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal, that the direct functioning member and the information input/output functioning member are respectively contained in two sub-casings in detachably connected relation, that the operation transmitting member is mounted to either one of the sub-casings as allowed to transmit the operation given by the operator, and that the operation transmitting member and each of the functioning members are unified. In this case, the sub-casings each may take the form of a connector detachably connected with the other.

[0082] According to such a configuration, the two sub-casings contain the direct functioning member and the information input/output functioning member or take the form of a connector, thereby contributing an efficient mounting, maintenance and design of these functioning members.

[0083] The electrical component according to the present invention is characterized in that the a communications contact of the information input/output functioning member has a plurality of output ports for providing control to output devices including the lighting component and the like, and that the same output is assigned to two or more of the plural output ports.

[0084] Such a configuration contributes to the reduction of the installation space because the efficient use of the output ports permits the elimination of an additional output port employed for the same purpose.

[0085] According to the present invention for achieving the above-mentioned second object, the emergency stop system employing the above electrical component comprises an emergency control unit responding to the information signal from the information input/output functioning member by providing control as to whether a control target is brought into an emergency stop or not and is characterized in that the information input/output functioning member is connected
to the emergency control unit whereas the direct functioning member is connected to the control target, and that the direct functioning member brings the control target into an emergency stop according to the operation given to the electrical component by the operator whereas the emergency control unit brings the control target into an emergency stop according to the information signal inputted to and/or outputted from the information input/output functioning member.

According to the present invention for achieving the above-mentioned third object, the communications apparatus is characterized in that in a case where a plural number of the Zener diodes connected in series presents a smaller capacitance at PN junction than where a single Zener diode is used. Hence, the communications apparatus may present a decreased capacitance between the transmission terminals of the Zener diodes connected in series.

According to such a configuration wherein the operation section of the switch means has the contactless switching contact configuration, the operation section is increased in longevity as compared with the conventional contact-making configuration. Furthermore, the power consumption is reduced because the need for flowing high current is dispensed with.

The communications apparatus according to the present invention is characterized in that the operation section comprises a photointerruptor including a light emitting device and a photo acceptance unit, and a light-shielding member to block light emitted from the light emitting device to the photo acceptance unit in conjunction with a depressing operation.

According to such a configuration wherein the operation section of the switch means comprises the photointerruptor and the light-shielding member, the operation section does not require the high current flow unlike the conventional contact-making configuration. Hence, the increased longevity and the decreased power consumption of the operation section are accomplished.

The communications apparatus according to the present invention comprises a Hall element and a magnet having the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depressing operation, the lines of magnetic flux intersecting the Hall element. In this case, the operation section may comprise a magnetic resistance element and a magnet having the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depressing operation, the line of magnetic flux intersecting the magnetic resistance element.

According to such a configuration, the use of the Hall element or the magnetic resistance element provides the increased longevity and the decreased power consumption of the operation section as compared with the conventional contact-making configuration.

The communications apparatus according to the present invention wherein the operation section of the switch means comprises the photointerruptor and the light-shielding member, the apparatus further comprises a current control portion which responds to a movement of the light-shielding member by controlling a carrying current into the light emitting device to a set value for a fixed period of time starting the time when the light from the light emitting device enters the photo acceptance unit, and a retaining section which responds to a movement of the light-shielding member by retaining a level of the input signal to the communications contact for a period of time between the time when the light from the light emitting device enters the photo acceptance unit and the time when the light from the light emitting device is blocked.

According to such a configuration, the current control portion controls the carrying current into the light emitting device to the set value for the predetermined period of time starting from the time when the light from the light emitting device enters the photo acceptance unit. Therefore, the carrying current can be decreased to a value smaller than the set value after the lapse of the predetermined period of time, thus resulting in the decreased power consumption.

In addition, the retaining section retains the level of the input signal to the communications contact during the period of time between the time when the light from the light emitting device enters the photo acceptance unit and the time when the light from the light emitting device is blocked by the light-shielding member, thereby ensuring that the switch means is maintained in the operative state.

According to the present invention for achieving the above-mentioned fourth object, the communications apparatus comprises a plurality of surge absorbing elements arranged in series between two transmission terminals of the communications contact which are connected to the two bus lines.

According to such a configuration, if a Zener diode is used as the surge absorbing element, for example, each of the Zener diodes connected in series presents a smaller capacitance at PN junction than where a single Zener diode is used. Hence, the communications apparatus may present a decreased capacitance between the transmission terminals while maintaining a sufficient surge resistance.

According to the present invention for achieving the above-mentioned fifth object, the communications apparatus comprises a coil disposed in a main body thereof and is characterized in that in a case where a plural number of the communications apparatus bodies are collectively arranged, the coils are located at places shifted from a line through
a substantial center of adjoining surfaces of the communications apparatus bodies. In this case, it is preferred that the coils in the respective apparatus bodies are substantially aligned on a line when the plural apparatus bodies are collectively arranged as directing the magnetic fluxes from the respective coils therein in the same direction, whereas the coils are disposed in the respective apparatus bodies in shifted relation with an individual adjacent coil thereto when the plural apparatus bodies are collectively arranged as directing the magnetic fluxes from the respective coils therein in the opposite direction to the magnetic flux from an individual adjoining coil thereto.

According to such a configuration, when plural communications apparatuses are collectively arranged, the coils therein are substantially aligned on a line as directing the magnetic fluxes therefrom in the same direction, or the coils are disposed in shifted relation with one another so that the magnetic fluxes from adjoining coils are in the opposite direction. Hence, the magnetic fluxes from the respective coils are prevented from canceling one another so that a decreased impedance of the communications apparatus can be avoided.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0100]

- Fig.1 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a first embodiment hereof as seen from the front side;
- Fig.2 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly of the first embodiment as seen from the rear side;
- Fig.3 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.4 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of another part of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.5 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of yet another part of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.6 is a group of explanatory diagrams of an operation of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.7 is a group of explanatory diagrams of an operation of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.8 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly of the first embodiment in use;
- Fig.9 is an explanatory diagram of the switch assembly of the first embodiment in use;
- Fig.10 is an oblique perspective view showing an exemplary modification of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.11 is a connection block diagram showing a circuit configuration of an exemplary modification of the switch assembly of the first embodiment;
- Fig.12 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a second embodiment hereof;
- Fig.13 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly of the second embodiment in use;
- Fig.14 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of an exemplary modification of the switch assembly of the second embodiment;
- Fig.15 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part of a switch assembly according to a third embodiment hereof;
- Fig.16 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a fourth embodiment hereof;
- Fig.17 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a fifth embodiment hereof as seen from the front side;
- Fig.18 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly of the fifth embodiment as seen from the rear side;
- Fig.19 is an oblique perspective view of the switch assembly of the fifth embodiment in use as seen from the rear side;
- Fig.20 is an oblique perspective view for explaining an operation of a part of the switch assembly of the fifth embodiment;
- Fig.21 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a sixth embodiment hereof as seen form the rear side;
- Fig.22 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of an exemplary modification of the switch assembly of the sixth embodiment as seen from the rear side;
- Fig.23 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a seventh embodiment hereof as seen from the rear side;
- Fig.24 is a sectional view of a switch assembly according to an eighth embodiment hereof;
- Fig.25 is a sectional view taken on the line A-A in Fig.24;
- Fig.26 is a group of explanatory diagrams of an operation of the switch assembly of the eighth embodiment;
- Fig.27 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part of the switch assembly of the eighth embodiment;
- Fig.28 is an oblique perspective view of an exemplary modification of the switch assembly of the eighth embodiment;
- Fig.29 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a ninth embodiment hereof as seen form the rear side;
Fig. 30 is an oblique perspective view of a part of a switch assembly according to a tenth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 31 is a partially cutaway side view showing an internal configuration of a switch assembly according to an eleventh embodiment hereof;
Fig. 32 is a group of explanatory diagrams of an operation of a switch assembly according to a twelfth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 33 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly according to a thirteenth embodiment hereof as seen from the rear side;
Fig. 34 is an oblique perspective view of a part of the switch assembly of the thirteenth embodiment;
Fig. 35 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of an indicator lamp according to a fourteenth embodiment hereof as seen from the front side;
Fig. 36 is an oblique perspective view of a switch module with lamp according to a fifteenth embodiment hereof as seen from the rear side;
Fig. 37 is a sectional view showing an internal configuration of the switch module with lamp of the fifteenth embodiment;
Fig. 38 is a connection block diagram of a part of a switch module with lamp according to a sixteenth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 39 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch module with lamp according to a seventeenth embodiment hereof as seen from the rear side;
Fig. 40 is an explanatory diagram of an operation of the switch module with lamp of the seventeenth embodiment;
Fig. 41 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part of a switch module with lamp according to an eighteenth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 42 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch module with lamp according to a nineteenth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 43 is a connection block diagram of a communications apparatus according to a twentieth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 44 is a connection diagram of a part of the communications apparatus of the twentieth embodiment;
Fig. 45 is a schematic diagram showing a configuration of a part of the communications apparatus of the twentieth embodiment;
Fig. 46 is a timing chart for explaining an operation of the communications apparatus of the twentieth embodiment;
Fig. 47 is a connection block diagram of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-first embodiment hereof;
Fig. 48 is a connection diagram of a part of the communications apparatus of the twenty-first embodiment;
Fig. 49 is a timing chart for explaining an operation of the communications apparatus of the twenty-first embodiment;
Fig. 50 is a connection diagram of a part of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-second embodiment hereof;
Fig. 51 is a timing chart for explaining an operation of the communications apparatus of the twenty-second embodiment;
Fig. 52 is a connection block diagram of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-third embodiment hereof;
Fig. 53 is a schematic diagram of a configuration of a part of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-fourth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 54 is a connection block diagram of a part of the communications apparatus of the twenty-fourth embodiment;
Fig. 55 is a schematic diagram of a configuration of a part of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-fifth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 56 is a connection diagram of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-sixth embodiment hereof;
Fig. 57 is an explanatory graph of an operation of the communications apparatus of the twenty-sixth embodiment;
Fig. 58 is a side view of a communications apparatus according to a twenty-seventh embodiment hereof;
Fig. 59 is an oblique perspective view of the communications apparatus of the twenty-seventh embodiment in one use;
Fig. 60 is a plan view of the communications apparatus of the twenty-seventh embodiment in another use;
Fig. 61 is an oblique perspective view of the communications apparatus of the twenty-seventh embodiment in yet another use;
Fig. 62 is a plan view of the communications apparatus of the twenty-seventh embodiment in still another use;
Fig. 63 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a conventional switch assembly;
Fig. 64 is a connection block diagram of the conventional switch assembly in use;
Fig. 65 is an explanatory diagram of the conventional switch assembly in use;
Fig. 66 is connection block diagram of a conventional communications apparatus;
Fig. 67 is an oblique perspective view of the conventional communications apparatus in one use;
Fig. 68 is a plan view of the conventional communications apparatus in another use;
Fig. 69 is an explanatory diagram of an operation of the conventional communications apparatus; and
Fig. 70 is an explanatory diagram of an operation of the conventional communications apparatus.
Best Modes for Practicing the Invention

(First Embodiment)

[0101] A switch assembly according to a first embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 1 to 11. It is noted that Fig. 1 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly as seen from the front side; Fig. 2 a disassembled oblique perspective view thereof as seen from the rear side; Fig. 3 a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part thereof; Fig. 4 a disassembled oblique perspective view of another part thereof; Fig. 5 an oblique perspective view of yet another part thereof; Figs. 6 and 7 explanatory diagrams of an operation thereof; Fig. 8 a connection block diagram of the switch assembly in use; Fig. 9 an explanatory diagram of the switch assembly in use; Fig. 10 an oblique perspective view of an exemplary modification thereof; and Fig. 11 a connection block diagram showing a circuit configuration of the assembly of Fig. 10.

[0102] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a switch assembly 51 comprises a push-button section 52, a push-button body 53, an LED box 54, a communication-function incorporating contact (hereinafter referred to as "communications contact") 55, and a contact-making contact 56. Now, description will be made on a configuration of each of the parts.

<Push-Button Section>

[0103] First, the push-button section 52 includes a casing 61, a push button 62 and an operating shaft 63 (see Fig. 2). The push button 62 is designed to move in a direction of an arrow Y11 in conjunction with a pressing force along this direction. In this case, the push button 62 is adapted to receive a force from a spring or the like incorporated therein in an opposite direction to the arrow Y11, thereby returned to its initial position at the demise of the pressing force in the direction of the arrow Y11.

[0104] The push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 are designed to be separable from each other. A mounting structure for the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 is constructed as shown in Fig. 3, for example. As seen in Fig. 3, the push-button body 53 is formed with a projection 65 movable in a direction of an arrow Y13 whereas the push-button section 52 is formed with a recess 67 at place for engagement by the projection 65 of the push-button body 53. Thus, the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 are detachably combined together by way of the projection 65 and the recess 67.

[0105] The push-button section 52 is inserted in an aperture 69 of the push-button body 53 so as to be set at a predetermined position. In this case, the position of the recess 67 of the push-button section 52 is previously aligned with the position of the projection 65 of the push-button body 53. Subsequently, the projection 65 is depressed in the direction of the arrow Y13 thereby fixedly combining the push-button section 52 with the push-button body 53.

[0106] It is noted that the present invention is not limited to the illustrated construction and any construction is usable that is adapted to fix the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 to each other. For instance, they may be fixed to each other by way of a screw and a nut in threaded engagement relation.

[0107] Next, the operating shaft 63 and other components have a relationship as shown in Fig. 4. The operating shaft 63 is formed with a recess 71 at its end, an interior of which is hollowed out. The recess 71 is adapted to receive an LED 72 of the LED box 54 as will be described hereinafter. That is, the recess 71 receives the LED 72 thereby preventing the LED 72 from interfering with the movement of the operating shaft 63.

[0108] The operating shaft 63 has a cylindrical shape and is formed with projections 74 at opposite places on an outer periphery of the end thereof. When depressed in a direction of an arrow Y14, the operating shaft 63 brings these projections 74 into abutment against switching projections 76, 77 respectively formed at the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56, so that the switching projections 76, 77 are pressed in. This establishes a state in which a built-in switch of each contact is actuated to change the state of the contact. In this manner, an operation given to the push button 62 by the operator is received and transmitted to the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56.

<Push-Button Body>

[0109] Returning to Fig. 1, the push-button body 53 is formed with three contact dedicated connectors 79 individually having a pair of connection portions at an upper and a lower sides of the push-button body in order to permit connection with the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56. The contact dedicated connectors 79 are individually formed with apertures 80 which are engaged with projecting connectors 82, 83, 84, thereby fixing the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 to the push-button body 53.

[0110] It is noted that the present invention is not limited to the illustrated construction and any construction is usable that is capable of fixing the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 to the push-button body 53. As shown in Fig. 3 for example, a structure such as for fixing the push-button section 52 to the push-
An emergency stop system employing the switch assembly 51 of the aforementioned configuration is described with reference to Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8, the LED box 54 and the communications contact 55 are connected to the

button body 53 by depressing the projection may be employed.

[0111] In this manner, the push-button body 53 permits both the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 to be concurrently connected therewith.

<Communications Contact>

[0112] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the communications contact 55 is formed with the switching projection 76 and a pair of projecting connectors 83. The projecting connectors 83 are configured to be compatible with a pair of projecting connectors 82 formed at the LED box 54 and with a pair of projecting connectors 84 formed at the contact-making contact 56.

[0113] Now referring to Fig. 5, an internal configuration of the communications contact 55 is described. As seen in Fig. 5, the communications contact 55 serves as the information input/output functioning member for outputting an information signal corresponding to an operation given to the push-button section 52 by the operator and includes therein a switch section 86, an interface section 87 and a communications section 88.

[0114] The switch section 86 is connected to the communications section 88 via the interface section 87. The switch section 86 comprises the switching projection 76 and a switch such as of a photoelectric switch, magnetic switch, mechanical switch or the like. The switch section is switched between ON and OFF positions by the switching projection 76 moved in conjunction with the aforesaid movement of the operating shaft 63. The change of the state of the switch section 86 causes a corresponding signal to be outputted. The signal is converted to a digital signal by the interface section 87, which sends the resultant signal to the communications section 88.

[0115] Based on the digital signal thus received, the communications section 88 generates a communication signal conforming to a predetermined communications protocol. The communication signal thus generated is issued to the network via a communications cable. The communications section 88 is capable of receiving an external signal as well as of providing an output of an information signal based on the external signal thus received.

<Contact-Making Contact>

[0116] An internal configuration of the contact-making contact 56 is described with reference to Fig. 6(a). The contact-making contact 56 comprises the switching projection 77, the projecting connector 84 and a switch 91. The projecting connector 84 is configured to be compatible with the projecting connector 82 formed at the LED box 54 and with the projecting connector 83 formed at the communications contact 55.

[0117] The contact-making contact 56 serves as the direct functioning member for providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state corresponding to the operation given to the push button 62 by the operator. The contact-making contact includes therein the switch 91 capable of switching a connected device and the like between ON and OFF positions. The switch 91 is switched between ON and OFF positions by the switching projection 77 moved in conjunction with the movement of the operating shaft 63.

[0118] It is noted that the contact-making contact 56 is not limited to the configuration wherein the operation of the operating shaft 63 is immediately responded by switching the switch 91 to ON or OFF position. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the contact-making contact may have a configuration wherein a timer section 92 is provided within the contact body for switching the switch 91 to ON or OFF position after a lapse of a predetermined period of time subsequent to the operation of the operating shaft 63.

<LED Box>

[0119] An internal configuration of the LED box 54 is described with reference to Fig. 7(a). The LED box 54 comprises the LED 72 as a lighting component, and the projecting connector 82. The projecting connector 82 is configured to be compatible with the projecting connector 83 formed at the communications contact 55 and with the projecting connector 84 formed at the contact-making contact 56.

[0120] The LED box 54 includes therein a circuit 95 for receiving a control signal from the bus line or the like. It is noted that the LED 72 is inserted and accommodated in the recess 71 of the cylindrical operating shaft 63 (see Fig. 4).

[0121] It is noted that the LED box 54 is not limited to that connected to the bus line or the like for receiving the control signal from an external source but may be designed simply to be applied with current from an external source (see Fig. 7(b)).

<Specific Examples of Use of Switch Assembly>

[0122] An emergency stop system employing the switch assembly 51 of the aforementioned configuration is described with reference to Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8, the LED box 54 and the communications contact 55 are connected to the
CPU 15 via the bus line BL. The contact-making contact 56 is connected to the motor M1 as the driving unit.

[0123] The CPU 17 is provided for abnormality monitoring purpose, thus constantly monitoring the state of the communications contact 55. On the other hand, the CPU 15 transmits to the LED box 54 a control signal according to the state of the communications contact 55. For instance, when the communications contact 55 is switched to ON state, the CPU sends a control signal such as to activate the LED 72, thereby causing the LED 72 of the LED box 54 to light up. Thus, the LED box 54 effects the lighting operation of the LED 72 (light-up, light-off, flash and the like) according to the states of the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56.

[0124] In addition, the emergency stop system is provided with two paths for deactivating the motor M1, as shown in Fig.8. One of the paths interconnects the communications contact 55, the CPU 15, the CPU 17 and the motor M1 via the bus line BL. The other path is for directly deactivating the motor M1 via the contact-making contact 56.

[0125] In the case of the former path, when the switch assembly 51 is manipulated by the operator, the communications contact 55 outputs an information signal indicative of the operation given to the switch assembly 51 while the CPU 15 detects the signal through the bus line BL to output a control signal directing to deactivate the motor M1. The CPU 17, in turn, responds to the control signal from the CPU 15 by deactivating the motor M1.

[0126] In the case of the latter path, when the switch assembly 51 is manipulated by the operator, the contact-making contact 56 is switched to the non-conductive state thereby directly deactivating the motor M1.

[0127] Thus, the present invention is particularly advantageous in that the provision of the latter path as well as the former path offers the ability to deal with a shut-off of the communication path, malfunction of the CPU and the like. Furthermore, the switch assembly 51 is arranged such that a single operation given by the operator can effect the deactivation of the motor M1 via the two paths. Therefore, the emergency stop system is further enhanced in safety by applying the switch assembly 51 thereto.

[0128] Fig.9 shows a back side of an electric switchboard to which a plurality of switch assemblies 51 are mounted. By using the switch assemblies 51 in this manner, the wiring layout on the backside of the electric switchboard is more simplified than the conventional wiring layout shown in Fig.66.

[0129] It is noted that the aforesaid push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 are equivalent to the operation transmitting member of the present invention. The LED box 54 is equivalent to the functioning member of the present invention, having the lighting component which performs the lighting operation under control of the control unit. The communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 are each equivalent to the functioning member of the present invention. Particularly, the communications contact 55 is equivalent to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention; the contact-making contact 56 to the direct functioning member of the present invention; the LED 72 to the lighting component of the present invention; the CPU 15 to the control unit of the present invention; and the motor M1 to the control target of the present invention.

[0130] Therefore, the switch assembly 51 of the first embodiment accomplishes a compact combination of plural functioning members of different functions, which include the direct functioning member (the contact-making contact 56), the information input/output functioning member (communications contact 55) and the like. Thus, the installation space can be reduced. In addition, the operation transmitting members (the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53) as a single driving member can positively drive the plural functioning members of different functions, such as the direct functioning member, the information input/output functioning member and the like.

[0131] In the above first embodiment, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 may each be provided with an LED responding to the operation given to the push-button section 52 by performing a lighting operation.

[0132] Alternatively, the LED 72 owned by the LED box 54 may be provided to the push-button body 53.

[0133] The aforementioned first embodiment is arranged such that the lighting operation of the LED 72 of the LED box 54 is effected in response to the control signal sent from the CPU connected to the network having the bus line BL (see Fig.8).

[0134] However, an exemplary modification of the first embodiment may be made such that the LED 72 directly responds to the signal from the communications contact 55 by performing the lighting operation. In this case, as shown in Fig.10 for example, the LED box 54 is provided with projections 97 on its lateral side surface and the communications contact 55 is provided with grooves 98 on its lateral side surface whereby the LED box 54 and the communications contact 55 are fixedly combined together. The projection 97 and the groove 98 on the lateral side surfaces are each provided with a contact, such that the LED box 54 and the communications contact 55 may establish a direct electrical connection therebetween when combined together.

[0135] Fig.11 shows an exemplary circuit configuration of the LED box 54 and the communications contact 55 of this modification. The communications contact 55 has a similar circuit configuration to that shown in Fig.5 and further includes a contact 101 on its lateral side for establishing an electrical connection with an external device. On the other hand, the LED box 54 has the LED 72 and further includes a contact 102 on its lateral side for establishing an electrical connection with an external device. Thus, the communications contact 55 and the LED box 54 are electrically interconnected by means of the contact 101 of the communications contact 55 and the contact 102 of the LED box 54. The communications section 88 of the communications contact 55 is connected to an external device via the bus line BL (see Fig.8).
When the push-button 62 is manipulated to activate the communications contact 55, the communications contact 55 transmits an information signal from the communications section 88 to another device via the bus line BL. Receiving this information signal, the CPU issues a lighting signal for causing the LED 72 to light up.

When receiving the lighting signal, the communications contact 55 transmits the lighting signal to the LED box 54 via the communications section 88, the interface section 87 and the contact 101. The LED box 54 receives the lighting signal via the contact 102 to cause the LED 72 to light up.

That is, when the switch assembly 51 is manipulated, the communications contact 55 outputs the information signal, based on which the lighting of the LED 72 of the LED box 54 or the operation of the motor M1 is controlled. However, an arrangement may be made such that besides the operation of the above switch assembly 51, an operation of another switch assembly connected to the bus line BL (see Fig.8) provides an output of an information signal, based on which the LED of the switch assembly 51 is caused to light up or the operation of the motor M1 is controlled.

Although the above-mentioned first embodiment employs a normal LED as the LED 72, there may be used a high-performance device such as of four elements or gallium nitride, which features a much higher light emitting efficiency than the conventional LEDs. This contributes a high luminance at low current, thereby avoiding the problem of heat generation when a plurality of switch assemblies are collectively mounted. Incidentally, an incandescent bulb is also usable.

The first embodiment has the arrangement wherein the communications contact 55 is adapted to output the information signal in response to the operator manipulating the push-button section 52. However, the present invention is not limited to this arrangement and any arrangement is possible so long as the information signal can be outputted in response to the operation given by the operator. For instance, a timer unit may be employed such that the information signal is outputted after a lapse of a predetermined period of time subsequent to the operation of the push-button section 52 by the operator.

Furthermore, the first embodiment describes the push-button section 52, the push-button body 53, the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 as being independently formed. However, these components may be integrally formed.

In the above first embodiment, the communications contact 55 is designed to output the information signal in response to the operation of the push-button section 52. Alternatively, the communications contact 55 may be designed to receive a certain information signal from somewhere external of the switch assembly 51 via the bus line and to output an information signal corresponding to the received signal. The information input/output functioning member is not limited to the type which outputs the information signal like the communications contact 55 but also includes a type like LED which is applied with the information signal through an operation of an external device, and a type which is adapted for input and output of the information signal.

(Second Embodiment)

A switch assembly according to a second embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.12 to 14. Fig.12 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the switch assembly, Fig.13 a disassembled oblique perspective view of the assembly in use, and Fig.14 a disassembled oblique perspective view of an exemplary modification of the assembly.

Since an essential arrangement of a switch assembly 104 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 51 shown in Fig.1, like parts in Fig.12 are represented by the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 8, respectively. The following description principally focuses on a communications contact 105 having a different configuration from that of the switch assembly 51.

Similarly to the communications contact 55 of the above first embodiment, the communications contact 105 of this embodiment comprises the switching projection 76 and the projecting connector 83. However, this embodiment differs from the first embodiment in that the communications contact 105 has a width ‘2D’ twice the width ‘D’ of the communications contact 55 and that two pairs of projecting connectors 83 are provided on an upper and a lower sides of the communications contact 105.

Where such a communications contact 105 with the width ‘2D’ is used as combined with the push-button body 53, the push-button body 53 with three pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79 is left with one pair available. Therefore, either one of the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 having the width ‘D’, as shown in Fig. 1 for example, may be used as connected with the push-button body 53.

Fig.13 illustrates a case where the communications contact 105 of the width ‘2D’ and the contact-making contact 56 of the width ‘D’ are used. As seen in Fig.13, two pairs of projecting connectors 83 of the communications contact 105 are connected with the left-hand two pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, whereas one pair of projecting connectors 84 of the contact-making contact 56 are connected with the right-hand one pair of contact dedicated connectors 79.

In an exemplary modification of the communications contact 105, the communications contact may have an
even greater width of '3D'. Fig.14 is an external view of a communications contact 107 having a width of '3D'. The communications contact 107 comprises the switching projection 76 and three pairs of projecting connectors 83 disposed in vertical positional relation. The projecting connectors 83 of the communications contact 107 are engaged with three pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, respectively.

[0150] Besides the same effect as in the first embodiment, the second embodiment offers a particular effect when a need exists for accommodating a circuit or the like having a more complicated configuration because this embodiment permits the use of the communications contact 105 of the width '2D' twice the width of the communications contact 55 of Fig.1 or the communications contact 107 of the width '3D' three times that of the communications contact 55, thereby increasing an internal capacity.

[0151] It is noted here that the communications contacts 105, 107 are both equivalent to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention.

[0152] The embodiment has been described with reference to the communications contact 105 of the width '2D' which is twice the width of the communications contact 55 and the communications contact 107 of the width '3D' which is three times that of the communications contact 55. Instead of the communications contact, the contact-making contact 56 or the LED box 54 with the width '2D' or '3D' twice or three times the width 'D' may be used as combined with the push-button body 53. Alternatively, any ones of these components may be combined into an integral unit.

(Third Embodiment)

[0153] A switch assembly according to a third embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.15. It is noted that Fig.15 omits the illustration of the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 shown in Fig.1.

[0154] Since an essential arrangement of a switch assembly 109 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 51 shown in Fig.1, like parts in Fig.15 are represented by the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 8, respectively. The switch assembly of this embodiment differs from the above switch assembly 51 in that the push-button body 53 has a different configuration and that a switch adaptor 110 is added. Hence, the following description principally focuses on these differences.

<Push-Button Body>

[0155] A push-button body 111 of this embodiment comprises a pair of adaptor-connecting projections 112 (one of which is not shown) in addition to three pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79.

<Switch Adaptor>

[0156] The switch adaptor 110 includes a pair of connectors 114. The switch adaptor 110 is fixedly combined with the push-button body 111 by engaging the connectors 114 with the adaptor-connecting projections 112 of the push-button body 111.

[0157] The switch adaptor 110 is formed with a push-button engaging projection 115 which is designed to be rotatable in a direction of an arrow Y15 and an opposite direction thereto. The switch adaptor 110 is rotated from a position shown in Fig.15 in the direction of the arrow Y15 thereby to bring the push-button engaging projection 115 into engagement with an L-shaped engagement groove 116 defined at the push-button section 52. Thus, the switch adaptor 110 is fixedly combined with the push-button section 52.

[0158] According to the third embodiment, the provision of the switch adaptor 110 permits the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 111 to be combined for use even if their configurations are not compatible with each other.

[0159] In a case where a required contact is designed to be exclusively connectable with a certain push-button body 111 and the use of a particular push-button section 52 is desired, for example, combining the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 111 having incompatible connection structures is impracticable but the use of the switch adaptor 110 of this embodiment permits such push-button section 52 and push-button body 111 to be combined together.

[0160] It is noted here that the push-button section 52 is equivalent to an operation member of the present invention, the push-button body 111 to an operation connection member of the present invention, the switch adaptor 110 to an operation-adaptor member of the present invention, and the contact dedicated connector 79 to a functioning-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention.

[0161] The above third embodiment has been described by way of the example where the connection between the push-button section 52 and the switch adaptor 110 is accomplished by the structure for establishing engagement between the push-button engaging projection 115 and the engagement groove 116. However, the present invention is not limited to this structure but any structure is usable so long as the push-button section 52 and the switch adaptor 110 can be connected with each other. For instance, the push-button section 52 and the switch adaptor 110 can be combined
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[0162] Furthermore, the third embodiment may be arranged such that the switch adaptor 110 is provided with a position/force stroke changing section (see Fig.24) which will be described hereinafter. Alternatively, such a position/force changing section may be disposed at the push-button body 111.

(Fourth Embodiment)

[0163] A switch assembly according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.16. Since an essential arrangement of a switch assembly 119 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 51 shown in Fig.1, like parts in Fig.16 are represented by the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 8, respectively. The following description principally focuses on a difference from the switch assembly 51.

[0164] A push-button body 121 of this embodiment has a configuration wherein the push-button body 53 of Fig.1 incorporates therein the communications contact 55. That is, the push-button body 121 is integrally formed with communications block 122 at a center thereof. Disposed on laterally opposite sides of the communications block 122 are a respective pair of contact dedicated connectors 79 having a vertical positional relation. This permits either one of the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 shown in Fig.1 to be connected to either the left-hand or the right-hand contact dedicated connector pair 79 or permits both the contacts to be connected to both the contact dedicated connector pairs.

[0165] The communications block 122 incorporates therein the switch section 86, the interface section 87, the communications section 88 and the like (see Fig.5) which are incorporated in the communications contact 55 shown in Fig.1. Thus, the communications block 122 having the same functions as the communications contact 55 is unified with the push-button body 121. The communications block 122 is also adapted to output an information signal corresponding to an operation given to the push-button section 52 by the operator.

[0166] It is noted here that the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 121 are equivalent to the operation transmitting member of the present invention and that the communications block 122 is equivalent to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention.

[0167] According to the fourth embodiment, the following advantage is offered. When the switch assembly is connected to the bus-system network, for example, the first embodiment requires an operation for connecting the communications contact 55 to the push-button section 52. In contrast, the fourth embodiment can omit such an operation because the communications block 122 is unified with the push-button body 121. This results in quite a simple operation for connecting the switch assembly to the network.

[0168] Although the above fourth embodiment is arranged such that the communications block 122 as the information input/output functioning member is unified with the push-button body 121, the contact-making contact 56 or the LED box 54 as the direct functioning member (see Fig.1) may be unified with the push-button body 121.

[0169] Alternatively, the above fourth embodiment may have an arrangement wherein both the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 (or the LED box 54) are unified with the push-button body 121. Then, the LED may be provided to the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 or to the push-button body 121 so that the LED may perform the lighting operation in response to the operation given to the push-button section 52.

(Fifth Embodiment)

[0170] A switch assembly according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.17 to 20. Fig.17 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the assembly as seen from the front side, Fig.18 a disassembled oblique perspective view thereof as seen from the rear side, Fig.19 an oblique perspective view of the switch assembly in use as seen from the rear side, and Fig.20 an oblique perspective view for explaining an operation of a part thereof.

[0171] Since an essential arrangement of a switch assembly 125 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 51 shown in Fig.1, like parts in Figs.17 to 20 are represented by the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 8, respectively. The assembly of this embodiment differs from the switch assembly 51 in that an adaptor 126 is provided and hence, the following description principally focuses on such a difference.

[0172] The adaptor 126 of this embodiment comprises a pair of push-button dedicated connectors 128 disposed in vertical positional relation for combining the adaptor with the push-button section 52, and a pair of contact dedicated connectors 129 disposed in vertical positional relation for establishing the connection with the communications contact 55. It is noted here that the contact dedicated connector 129 has a standardized configuration for connection with various types of contacts. For example, the configuration is adapted to engage with the projecting connectors 83 of the com-
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munications contact 55.

[0173] As seen in Fig. 20 partially showing a sectional configuration of the adaptor 126, the adaptor 126 is formed with a transmitting projection 131, the movement of which is restricted by guide rails 132. Thus, the adaptor 126 is designed to move only in a direction of an arrow Y20 and the opposite direction. The transmitting projection 131 is constantly urged in the opposite direction to the arrow Y20 by a spring or the like as a resilient member (not shown).

[0174] When the push-button section 52 is not subjected to an operating force, the transmitting projection 131 abuts against the projection 74 of the operating shaft 63 of the push-button section 52. However, when the push-button section 52 is depressed to apply the operating force to move the operating shaft 63 along the depressed direction, the transmitting projection 131 is accordingly moved in the direction of the arrow Y20. The transmitting projection 131, thus moved, pushes the switching projection 76 of the communications contact 55 in the direction of the arrow Y20 so that the state of the communications contact 55 is changed.

[0175] This adaptor 126 is used when the configuration of the connector of the communications contact 55 is incompatible with the configuration of the connector of the push-button body 53. Various combinations of the contacts and the push-button sections are made possible by providing the adaptor 126 conforming to the configurations of the connector of the communications contact 55 and the push-button body 53.

[0176] It is noted here that the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 are equivalent to an operation receiving member of the present invention, the adaptor 126 to an adaptor member of the present invention, the communications contact 55 to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention, the push-button dedicated connector 128 to an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention, and the contact dedicated connector 129 to the functioning-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention.

[0177] Although it has been the general practice to combine a contact available from 'A' company with a push-button section available from the 'A' company, the fifth embodiment provides the adaptor 126 with the standardized configuration thereby making it possible to use a contact and the push-button section 52 available from different companies as connected with each other.

[0178] Although the above fifth embodiment is described by way of the example where the communications contact 55 as the information input/output functioning member is connected with the adaptor 126, the contact-making contact 56 (see Fig. 1) as the direct functioning member may be used as combined with the adaptor.

[0179] Alternatively, the adaptor 126 may be designed to be connectable with both the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 so that both the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 are concurrently used as combined with the adaptor. In this case, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 in connection with the adaptor 126 are simultaneously operated by the operation given to the push-button section 52 by the operator.

[0180] In principle, the aforementioned adaptor 126 of the fifth embodiment is intended to interconnect the communications contact 55 and the push-button body 53 which are unconnectable. However, this adaptor 126 may incorporate a contact (or a block) having the same communication function as the communications contact 55. In this case, an arrangement may be made such that the communication function incorporated in the adaptor 126 is operated in conjunction with the operation given to the push-button section 52. Likewise, the adaptor 126 may incorporate a contact (or a block) having the same function as the contact-making contact 56.

[0181] An alternative arrangement is possible wherein the adaptor 126 incorporates therein an LED for permitting the operation given to the push-button section 52 to cause the LED to light up.

[0182] Further, the communications contact 55 of the fifth embodiment (see Fig. 17) may be formed with the contact dedicated connector 79, for example, such that another contact can be connected with the communications contact 55. In a case where the adaptor 126 is connected with the contact-making contact 56, the contact-making contact may similarly be adapted to allow another contact to be connected therewith.

(Sixth Embodiment)

[0183] A switch assembly according to a sixth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 21 and 22. Since an essential arrangement of a switch assembly 135 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 51 shown in Fig. 1, like parts in Figs. 21 and 22 are represented by the same reference characters as those in Figs. 1 to 8, respectively. The assembly of this embodiment differs from the switch assembly 51 in that an adaptor 136 has a different configuration and hence, the following description principally focuses on such a difference.

[0184] Similarly to the adaptor 126 shown in Figs. 17 to 20, the adaptor 136 of the switch assembly 135 of this embodiment comprises the push-button dedicated connectors 128 and the contact dedicated connectors 129 as shown in Fig. 21. The contact dedicated connector 129 has the standardized configuration for connection with various types of contacts.

[0185] It is noted, however, that the adaptor 136 has two pairs of push-button dedicated connectors 128 and of contact dedicated connectors 129 which are disposed in vertical positional relation. Further, as shown in Fig. 21, the adaptor
136 has a width ‘2D’ twice the width ‘D’ of the adaptor 126 of Fig.18.

[0186] The two pairs of push-button dedicated connectors 128 of the adaptor 136 are connected with the left-hand two pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, the contact dedicated connectors disposed in vertical positional relation. The adaptor 136 has its respective pair of contact dedicated connectors 129 engaged with a pair of projecting connectors 83 of the communications contact 55 and with a pair of projecting connectors 84 of the contact-making contact 56, thus adapted for concurrent connection with the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56.

[0187] The adaptor 136 may be further increased in width to ‘3D’. Fig.22 is an external view of a switch assembly 139 including an adaptor 138 of the width ‘3D’. The adaptor 138 comprises three pairs of push-button dedicated connectors 128 and of contact dedicated connectors 129 which are disposed in vertical positional relation. The three pairs of push-button dedicated connectors 128 of the adaptor 138 engage with three pairs of contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, whereas a respective pair of contact dedicated connectors 129 thereof engage with a pair of projecting connectors 83 of the communications contact 55 and with a respective pair of projecting connectors 84 of the contact-making contacts 56. Thus, the adaptor 138 is adapted for concurrent connection with the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contacts 56.

[0188] The sixth embodiment offers the following advantage by employing the adaptor 136 having the width ‘2D’ twice the width ‘D’ of the adaptor 126 (see Fig.18) or the adaptor 138 having the width ‘3D’ three times that of the adaptor 126. Even if the projecting connectors 82, 83, 84 of the communications contact 55, the contact-making contact 56 and the LED box 54 have different configurations, the communications contact 55, the contact-making contact 56 and the LED box 54 can be connected with the switch assembly.

[0189] Let us consider a case where the LED box 54, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 are each connected with the switch assembly, for example. If the projecting connectors 83, 84 of the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 have the same configuration but the projecting connectors 82 of the LED box 54 have a different configuration from that of the former connectors, the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 may be directly connected with the push-button body 53 if the projecting connectors 83, 84 thereof are compatible with the contact dedicated connectors of the push-button body 53, whereas the LED box 54 may be connected with the push-button body 53 by way of the adaptor 126 shown in Fig.18.

[0190] If, on the other hand, the projecting connectors 82 of the LED box 54 are compatible with the contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, the LED box 54 may be directly connected with the push-button body 53 whereas the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56 may be connected with the push-button body 53 by way of the adaptor 136 shown in Fig.21.

[0191] If the projecting connectors of the communications contact 55 and the like to be connected with the push-button body 53 are all incompatible with the contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 53, the adaptor 138 of Fig.22 may be used.

[0192] It is noted here that the adaptors 136, 138 are equivalent to the adaptor member of the present invention, and the contact dedicated connector 79 is equivalent to the functioning-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention.

[0193] Although the sixth embodiment has been described by way of the example of the adaptor 136 of the twofold width ‘2D’ of the width ‘D’ of the adaptor 126 (see Fig.18) and the adaptor 138 of the three-fold width ‘3D’, the present invention should not be limited to these. In short, the adaptor only needs to have a different width from the width ‘D’ of the adaptor 126 of Fig.18. The adaptor may have any width such as 0.5, 1.5 or 4 times the width ‘D’ of the adaptor 126.

(Seventh Embodiment)

[0194] A switch assembly according to a seventh embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.23. An essential arrangement of a switch assembly 141 of this embodiment is the same as that of the switch assembly 139 shown in Fig.22 but an adaptor 142 has a different configuration. Hence, the following description principally focuses on a difference from the switch assembly 139 of Fig.22 by way of reference to Figs.1 to 22 as well.

[0195] The adaptor 142 of this embodiment comprises the adaptor 139 of Fig.22 incorporating therein a communications contact having the same communication function as the communications contact 55. The adaptor 142 includes three pairs of push-button dedicated connectors 128 and two pairs of contact dedicated connectors 129, connectors disposed at an upper side and a loser side of the adaptor. The adaptor 142 further includes two transmitting projections 131 and one switching projection (not shown) having a communication function.

[0196] Since the transmitting projections 131 and the switching projection are simultaneously operated, the contact-making contacts 56 and the communications contact 55 incorporated in the adaptor 142 are simultaneously actuated.

[0197] The pairs of contact dedicated connectors 129 formed at transversely opposite places of the adaptor 142 are each connected with one contact-making contact 56. Thus, the adaptor 142 incorporates therein the communications contact of a different function from that of the contact-making contact 56 connected therewith.
[0198] It is noted here that the adaptor 142 is equivalent to the adaptor member of the present invention whereas the communications contact incorporated in the adaptor 142 is equivalent to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention.

[0199] Although the above seventh embodiment has been described by way of the example where the adaptor 142 is connected with the contact-making contact 56, the adaptor 142 may be connected with a communications contact 55 different from the communications contact incorporated in the adaptor 142. In this case, such an adaptor 142 may incorporate therein a function of the contact-making contact 56.

(Eighth Embodiment)

[0200] A switch assembly according to an eighth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 24 to 28. Fig. 24 is a sectional view of the switch assembly; Fig. 25 a sectional view taken on the line A-A in Fig. 24; Fig. 26 a group of explanatory diagrams of an operation of the switch assembly; Fig. 27 a disassembled oblique perspective view of a part of the switch assembly; and Fig. 28 an oblique perspective view of a part of an exemplary modification of the switch assembly. In Figs. 24 and 25, the same reference characters as those in Figs. 1 to 23 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0201] A switch assembly 145 of this embodiment comprises the push-button section 52, the push-button body 53, an adaptor 146 and the communications contact 55. As described in the first embodiment, the push-button section 52 comprises the casing 61, the push button 62 and the operating shaft 63 whereas the push-button body 53 comprises a locking member 148 for fixing the push-button section and a casing 149.

[0202] A position/stroke changing section 151 is formed within the push-button body 53. The position/stroke changing section 151 comprises a shaft 152 and a pivotal member 153. The pivotal member 153 includes an operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and an adaptor dedicated projection 156. The operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 abuts against one end of the operating shaft 63.

[0203] The adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed on the opposite side of the pivotal member 153 from the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155, abutting against an operating-force transmitting member 158 of the adaptor 146.

[0204] The adaptor 146 comprises a casing 61, the aforesaid operating-force transmitting member 158, a spring 161 as a resilient member, a push-button dedicated connector 162 and a contact dedicated connector 163. The operating-force transmitting member 158 has a contact dedicated projection 164 at a center thereof. The spring 161 is interposed between the casing 61 and the operating-force transmitting member 158 so that the operating-force transmitting member 158 receives a force from the spring 161 in an opposite direction to an arrow 24 when receiving a pressing force of above a given level in a direction of the arrow Y24.

[0205] The communications contact 55 comprises the projection 76 and a connector 166. When the projection 76 is depressed in the direction of the arrow Y24, a switch incorporated in the communications contact 55 (not shown) is switched.

[0206] It is noted here that the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 are equivalent to the operation receiving member of the present invention, the adaptor 146 and the position/stroke changing section 151 to the adaptor member of the present invention, the communications contact 55 to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention, the push-button dedicated connector 162 to the operation-receiving member dedicated connection portion of the present invention, and the contact dedicated connector 163 to the functioning-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention.

[0207] Next, an operation of each part of the switch assembly 145 is described. When the push button 62 is depressed in the direction of the arrow Y24 (see Fig. 24), the operating shaft 63 is accordingly moved in the same direction while pressing the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. The operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 thus pressed causes the pivotal member 153 to pivot about the shaft 152.

[0208] As a result, the adaptor dedicated projection 156 presses the operating-force transmitting member 158, the contact dedicated projection 164 of the operating-force transmitting member 158, in turn, presses the projection 76 of the communications contact 55. The switch assembly 145 is adapted to transmit the pressing force, applied to the push button 62, to the communications contact 55 by way of the operations of the individual parts thereof.

[0209] As shown in Figs. 24 and 25, the pivotal member 153 pivotally mounted on the shaft 152 is provided between the operating shaft 63 and the operating-force transmitting member 158 thereby permitting the stroke of slide (a movable distance) of the operating shaft 63 to be changed. The stroke of a contact such as the push-button section 52, the communications contact 55 or the like is normally decided by each maker.

[0210] Thus, even if the strokes of the push-button section 52 and the communications contact 55 from different makers are out of agreement, the eighth embodiment is capable of accomplishing the agreement between these strokes by virtue of the pivotal member 153 pivotally mounted on the shaft 152 as mentioned above.

[0211] Now, how the inherent stroke of the push-button section 52 is changed by the pivotal member 153 pivotally mounted on the shaft 152 is explained with reference to Fig. 26. Fig. 26(b) illustrates a case where the inherent stroke of
the push-button section 52 is increased. Fig.26(a) illustrates a case where the inherent stroke of the push-button section 52 is not changed. Fig.26(c) illustrates a case where the inherent stroke of the push-button section 52 is decreased.

[0212] As seen in Figs.26(a) to (c), the stroke can be changed depending upon a position at which the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed. Specifically, in a case where the adaptor dedicated projection 156 and the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 are formed in a manner to establish a substantial alignment between central axes of these projections, as shown in Fig.26(a), a distance covered by the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 is equal to a distance covered by the adaptor dedicated projection 156.

[0213] On the other hand, the distance covered by the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 is equal to the stroke of the operating shaft 63. The distance covered by the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is equal to a distance covered by the operating-force transmitting member 158 of the adaptor 146 and also equal to a stroke of the switching projection 76 of the contact. That is, in the case shown in Fig.26(a), the stroke of the operating shaft 63 is equal to the stroke of the switching projection 76 of the contact.

[0214] Let us consider a case, as shown in Fig.26(c), where the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed at place closer to the shaft 152 than the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. In this case, the distance covered by the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is shorter than the distance covered by the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. That is, in the case shown in Fig.26(c), the stroke of the switching projection 76 of the contact can be made shorter than the stroke of the operating shaft 63.

[0215] Further, let us consider a case, as shown in Fig.26(b), where the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed at place farther away from the shaft 152 than the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. In this case, the distance covered by the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is longer than the distance covered by the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. That is, in the case shown in Fig.26(b), the stroke of the switching projection 76 of the contact can be made longer than that of the operating shaft 63.

[0216] In this manner, the stroke of the operating shaft 63 can be changed simply by changing the positional relation of the adaptor dedicated projection 156 on the pivotal member 153 relative to the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 thereon, thereby establishing the agreement with the stroke of the switching projection 76 of the contact.

[0217] The pivotal member 153 of the above eighth embodiment is adapted for an easy change of the positional relationship between the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156. Fig.27 is an oblique perspective view of the pivotal member 153. A plurality of holes H0 to H4 are formed in one surface of the pivotal member 153, on which the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed. On the other hand, the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed with a fixing extension P1 which is in corresponding relation to the holes H0 to H4. The position at which the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed can be changed depending upon which one of the holes H0 to H4 receives the fixing extension P1.

[0218] The pivotal member is also formed with similar holes (not shown) to the above on the opposite surface from that where the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is formed as shown in Fig.27. Further, the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 is also formed with a similar fixing extension (not shown) to the fixing extension P1. Such an arrangement permits the change of the position at which the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 is formed.

[0219] Thus, the positional relationship between the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156 is decided based on a desired mode of changing stroke. According to the positional relationship thus decided, the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156 may be attached to the pivotal member 153.

[0220] Fig.27 illustrates the structure of the pivotal member 153 formed with the holes H0 to H4 so as to permit the change of positions at which the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156 are formed. However, the present invention is not particularly limited to this structure and any structure is usable so long as the positions of the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156 are changeable. For instance, the pivotal member 153 may be formed with slits whereas extensions corresponding to these slits may be formed on the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 and the adaptor dedicated projection 156, respectively, such that the slits and the extensions are engaged with each other in a manner to permit the change of positions of the projections.

[0221] Although the embodiment is described with reference to the case where the adaptor 146 is connected with the communications contact 55, the adaptor 146 may be connected with the contact-making contact 56 (see Fig.1) or the like. Alternatively, the adaptor may be concurrently connected with both the communications contact 55 and the contact-making contact 56.

[0222] According to the eighth embodiment, the illustrated position/stroke changing section 151 allows its operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 to abut against the operating shaft 63 in aligned relation therewith. However, the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 does not always come into abutment against the operating shaft 63 in aligned relation therewith. Such a situation may occur when, for example, the push-button section 52 including the operating shaft 63 and the push-button body 53 including the position/stroke changing section 151 are fabricated by different makers.

[0223] Fig.28 shows a position changing member 168 for providing an abutment between the operating shaft 63 and
the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 such that the change of stroke may be performed. The position changing member 168 comprises a cap 169 and a position changing jut 170.

[0224] The cap 169 is formed with a plurality of holes in its surface. The cap 169 is fitted over an end of the operating shaft 63 which abuts against the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155, the fitted cap 169 presenting its surface with the holes to the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155. Then, the position changing jut 170 may be set in a hole located at place against which the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 abuts.

[0225] This brings the operating shaft 63 and the operating-shaft dedicated projection 155 into abutment even if they are out of alignment and cannot establish abutment therebetween.

(Ninth Embodiment)

[0226] A switch assembly according to a ninth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.29. In Fig.29, the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 28 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0227] A switch assembly 173 of this embodiment comprises the push-button section 52, a push-button body 174, a communication-function incorporating contact (hereinafter referred to as "communications contact") 175 and a contact-making contact 176.

<Push-Button Body>

[0228] The push-button body 174 is formed with a communications-contact dedicated connection groove 178, which is provided with a wiring for establishing electrical connection with the communications contact 175.

<Communications Contact>

[0229] The communications contact 175 is provided with a communication circuit within its body and includes a connecting projection 179 for connection with the push-button body 174. The communications contact is formed with a connecting projection 179 on its surface opposite to the push-button body 174. The connecting projection 179 is provided with a wiring for establishing electrical connection with the push-button body 174.

[0230] The connecting projection 179 engages with the communications-contact dedicated connection groove 178 of the push-button body 174 thereby fixedly interconnecting as well as electrically interconnecting the push-button body 174 and the communications contact 175.

[0231] The communications contact 175 is formed with a plurality of contact dedicated connection grooves 180 for establishing connection between the communications contact itself 175 and other contacts including the contact-making contact 176. It is noted here that the contact dedicated connection groove 180 has the same configuration as the communications-contact dedicated connection groove 178 of the push-button body 174.

[0232] The communications contact 175 further includes therein a switch 181 operated in conjunction with the operation of the operating shaft (not shown) of the push-button section 52. The switch 181 is moved in a direction of an arrow Y27 in conjunction with a movement of the operating shaft in a direction of an arrow Y26. This actuates a switch (not shown) of the contact-making contact 176 thereby to switch the state of the contact-making contact 176.

<Contact-Making Contact>

[0233] The contact-making contact 176 is provided with a connecting projection 183 on its surface opposite to the communications contact 175. The connecting projection 183 has the same configuration as the connecting projection 179 of the communications contact 175. The connecting projection 183 engages with the contact dedicated connection groove 180 of the communications contact 175 thereby fixedly interconnecting as well as electrically interconnecting the communications contact 175 and the contact-making contact 176.

[0234] It is noted here that the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 174 are equivalent to the operation receiving member of the present invention, whereas the communications contact 175 is equivalent to the adaptor member of the present invention.

[0235] Similarly to the first embodiment, the ninth embodiment permits plural functioning members to be concurrently connected for use.

(Tenth Embodiment)

[0236] A switch assembly according to a tenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference
to Fig. 30, which is an oblique perspective view of a part of an internal configuration of a switch assembly 187 of this embodiment. In Fig. 30, the same reference characters as those in Figs. 1 to 29 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0237] The switch assembly 187 of this embodiment has a similar arrangement to that of the switch assembly 145 shown in Fig. 24 wherein a pivotal section pivotally mounted on a pivot shaft is pivotally moved by a force from the operating shaft, thereby operating the switch of the contact. However, the assembly of this embodiment is principally different from the switch assembly 145 in that two pairs of operating-shaft dedicated projections 155 and the adaptor dedicated projections 156 formed on the pivotal section are adapted to operate independently from each other.

[0238] Such a configuration is particularly advantageous in that the push-button section 52 can be applied not only to a so-called push-button switch shown in Fig. 24 but also to a selector switch.

[0239] Specifically, the selector switch (not shown) has left-hand and right-hand operating shafts which are adapted to operate independently from each other. For example, turning the selector switch clockwise operates the right-hand operating shaft 189R. Likewise, turning the selector switch counter-clockwise operates the left-hand operating shaft 189L. Incidentally, Fig. 30 shows a state where the right-hand operating shaft 189R is operated.

[0240] The pivotal section of this embodiment has a different configuration from that of the pivotal member 153 of the eighth embodiment. As seen in Fig. 30, pivotal members 191R, 191L are adapted to move a respective pair of operating-shaft dedicated projection 192R, 192L and adaptor dedicated projection 193R, 193L independently from each other. It is noted here that the pivotal members 191R and 191L are formed by dividing the pivotal member 153 of Fig. 24 into two parts, each of which include a respective pair of 192R, 192L and the adaptor dedicated projection 193R, 193L. However, unnecessary portions are removed to attain the light-weight pivotal members 191R, 191L of Fig. 30 so that their shapes do not perfectly coincide with shapes obtained by dividing the pivotal member 153 of Fig. 24 into two parts.

[0241] Operating-force transmitting members 195R, 195L are formed by dividing a quadrilateral plate with a rectangular hole defined at its center into two parts. In this case, a 2IN-type contact 197 is used as the contact. The 2IN-type contact 197 is adapted to vary its output based on a relation between the state of an upper protrusion 198U and the state of a lower protrusion (not shown).

[0242] When the upper protrusion 198U is depressed while the lower protrusion is not depressed, for example, the contact outputs 'State A'. On the other hand, when the upper protrusion 198U is not depressed while the lower protrusion is depressed, the contact outputs 'State B'.

[0243] In order to handle such a 2IN-type contact 197, the operating-force transmitting members 195R, 195L have elongated length portions for 2IN-type contact (hereinafter referred to as "elongated length portion") 199R, 199L, respectively.

[0244] Next, an operation of the switch assembly 187 is described. When the right-hand operating shaft 189R is moved in a direction of an arrow Y30, the right-hand operating-shaft dedicated projection 192R is depressed in the same direction by the movement of this operating shaft 189R, thereby causing the pivotal member 191R to pivot about the shaft 152.

[0245] This causes the adaptor dedicated projection 193R to depress the right-hand operating-force transmitting member 195R in a direction of an arrow Y31. As a result, the contact dedicated projection (not shown) formed on the right-hand operating-force transmitting member 195R operates the switching projection 76 of the communications contact 55 so that the state of the communications contact 55 is changed.

[0246] Since the right-hand operating-force transmitting member 195R is formed with the elongated length portion 199R, the switching projection 76 of the communications contact 55 and the lower protrusion of the 2IN-type contact 197 are depressed by the right-hand operating-force transmitting member 195R thus depressed (see Fig. 30).

[0247] On the other hand, the left-hand operating-force transmitting member 195L is formed with the elongated length portion 199L and therefore, the projection (not shown) of the contact-making contact 56 and the upper protrusion 198U of the 2IN-type contact 197 are depressed by the left-hand operating-force transmitting member 195L so depressed.

[0248] It is noted here that the operating shafts 189R, 189L are equivalent to a part of the operating receiving member of the present invention; the shaft 152, the right-hand operating-force transmitting member 195R, the left-hand operating-force transmitting member 195L, the right-hand pivotal member 191R, the left-hand pivotal member 191L, the right-hand operating-shaft dedicated projection 192R, the left-hand operating-shaft dedicated projection 192L, the right-hand adaptor dedicated projection 193R and the left-hand adaptor dedicated projection 193L are equivalent to a part of the adaptor member of the present invention; the communications contact 55 is equivalent to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention; and the contact-making contact 56 is equivalent to the direct functioning member of the present invention.

[0249] Accordingly, the tenth embodiment is applicable not only to the button switch but also to the selector switch, resulting in an expanded scope of application.

(Eleventh Embodiment)

[0250] A switch assembly according to an eleventh embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference...
The switch assembly 201 of this embodiment comprises the push-button section 52, the push-button body 53, the adaptor 146, the communications contact 55, a collar member 203, a fixing nut 204 and a fixing screw 205.

The push-button section 52 is mounted to a mounting board 206 at a predetermined place thereof. The collar member 203 is mounted to a projecting portion 208 of the push-button section 52. The collar member 203 is of a circular shape and formed with a circular hole at its center. The projecting portion 208 of the push-button section 52 is inserted in this circular hole.

Then, a female screw formed on the fixing nut 204 is screwed together with a male screw formed on an outer periphery of the projecting portion 208 of the push-button section 52, thereby fixing the push-button section 52 to the mounting board 206.

Next, the fixing screw 205 is inserted in a fixing hole (not shown) defined in the push-button body 53 and then a distal end of the fixing screw 205 is inserted in a fixing screw hole 209 defined at the collar member 203. The fixing screw hole 209 is formed with a female screw.

In this state, the push-button body 53 is secured to the push-button section 52 by tightening the fixing screw 205 for screwing the fixing screw 205 with the fixing screw hole 209 of the collar member 203.

It is noted here that the push-button section 52 is equivalent to the operation receiving member of the present invention, the push-button body 53 and the adaptor 146 to the adaptor member of the present invention, the communications contact 55 to the information input/output functioning member of the present invention, the collar member 203 to the operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion of the present invention, the fixing nut 204 to a base member of the present invention, and the fixing screw 205 to a fixing member of the present invention.

According the eleventh embodiment, the functioning member such as the communications contact 55 and the like may be used as combined with the push-button section 52 via the adaptor 146.

(Twelfth Embodiment)

A switch assembly according to a twelfth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.32, which explains an operation of a switch assembly 211 of this embodiment. In Fig.32, the same reference characters as those in Figs.1 to 31 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

The switch assembly 211 of this embodiment employs the selector switch of the above tenth embodiment as a switch section thereof. As mentioned supra, the selector switch is designed such that turning the switch clockwise operates the right-hand operating shaft 189R whereas turning the switch counter-clockwise operates the left-hand operating shaft 189L.

The switch assembly 211 comprises an intermediary box 213, a communications contact 214, and the contact-making contact 56.

The intermediary box 213 contains therein an intermediary bar 215. The intermediary bar 215 comprises a main shaft 215m as a central portion, and a branch shaft 215s perpendicularly extended from the main shaft 215m.

The intermediary bar 215 is operated in a direction of an arrow Y32 in conjunction with a movement of the left-hand operating shaft 189L of the selector switch in the direction of the arrow Y32. That is, as the left-hand operating shaft 189L is moved in the direction of the arrow Y32 as seen in Fig.32(a), the intermediary bar 215 is also moved in the same direction as the above. As shown in Fig.32(b), this allows the main shaft 215m of the intermediary bar 215 to press the switching projection 77 of the contact-making contact 56, thereby changing the state of the contact-making contact 56.

On the other hand, the movement of the intermediary bar 215 in the direction of the arrow Y32 involves a movement of the branch shaft 215s in the direction of the arrow Y32. As shown in Fig.32(b), this allows the branch shaft 215s to press a switch 216 disposed internally of the communications contact 214. As a result, an information signal is outputted from the communications contact 214.

Incidentally, the communications contact 214 is formed with a rectangular hole in its side surface for receiving an operating force provided by the intermediary box 213.

In this manner, the intermediary box 213 transmits the operating force in the direction of the arrow Y32, received from the operating shaft 189L or 189R, to the contact-making contact 56 present on an extended line along the operating direction of the operating shaft 189L or 189R (the direction of the arrow Y32), while directing the operating force to a different direction and then outputting the resultant operating force to the communications contact 214.

According to the twelfth embodiment, the use of the intermediary box 213 permits the motion of the operating shafts 189L, 189R to be transmitted along a different direction from the extended line of the movement of the operating shafts 189L, 189R.

It is noted that the operating shafts 189L, 189R are equivalent to a part of the operation transmitting member.
of the present invention whereas the intermediary box 213 is equivalent to a intermediary member of the present invention.

[0268] According to the illustration of the above twelfth embodiment, the branch shaft 215s operates the communications contact 214. It is needless to say that an arrangement may be made such that the contact-making contact 56 is operated by the branch shaft 215s. On the other hand, the main shaft 215m is described to operate the contact-making contact 56. However, it is also possible for the main shaft 215m to operate the communications contact 214.

[0269] In the illustration of the twelfth embodiment, only the intermediary box 213 for the operating shaft 189L is shown. As a matter of course, the same intermediary box may be provided for the operating shaft 189R. Likewise, the intermediary boxes 213 may concurrently be provided for the operating shafts 189L, 189R.

[0270] Alternatively, there may be provided an adaptor member (such as the adaptor 138 shown in Fig.22, for example) capable of receiving the operation of the operating shafts 189L, 189R while the intermediary box 213 may be connected with the adaptor member.

[0271] The above twelfth embodiment is arranged such that the intermediary member 213 changes the operating direction of the operating shafts 189L, 189R before providing the output to the communications contact 214. However, the intermediary member may directly output the operating force of the operating shafts 189L, 189R in the same direction as received, thereby operating the communications contact 214 or the like.

(Thirteenth Embodiment)

[0272] A switch assembly according to a thirteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.33 and 34. Fig.33 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of a switch assembly 219 of this embodiment as seen from the rear side, whereas Fig.34 is an oblique perspective view of a part thereof. In Figs.33 and 34, the same reference characters as those in Fig.1 to 32 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0273] The switch assembly 219 of this embodiment comprises a switch section (not shown), a switch adaptor (not shown), the push-button body 111, a vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220 and a 2IN-type contact-making contact having LED 222. <2IN-Type Contact-Making Contact Having LED>

[0274] The 2IN-type contact-making contact having LED (hereinafter referred to as "2IN contact") 222 comprises two switching projections 223 and a pair of projecting connectors 224 (one of which is not shown).

[0275] The 2IN contact 222 resembles the 2IN-type contact 197 of the above tenth embodiment in that the output is changed depending upon the state of the two switching projections 223. It is noted that the 2IN contact 222 of this embodiment is adapted to change the lighting state of the LED (such as light-up or light-off of the LED) based on the state of the switching projections 223.

[0276] The projecting connector 224 has the same configuration as the communications contact 55 shown in Fig.1 or the like. Therefore, it is also possible to connect the 2IN contact 222 with the push-button body 111 by engaging the projecting connectors 224 of the 2IN contact 222 with the contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 111. In this case, the switching projections 223 are arranged along a direction of an arrow Y33 (see Fig.33). Accordingly, an operation-position changing mechanism, such as shown in Fig.32, is required for operating each of the switching projections 223.

<Vertical/Horizontal-Orientation Changing Adaptor>

[0277] Mounting projections 226 engage with the contact dedicated connectors 79 of the push-button body 111 for fixing the vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220 to the push-button body 111. The vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220 is provided with the mounting projections 226 and with contact dedicated connectors 227 formed along a plane orthogonal to the plane on which the mounting projections 226 are formed.

[0278] The contact dedicated connectors 227 engage with the projecting connectors 224 of the 2IN contact 222 thereby fixedly connecting the 2IN contact 222 with the vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220.

[0279] According to the thirteenth embodiment, the vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220 is used to fix the 2IN contact 222 so that the switching projections 223 are arranged along a direction of an arrow Y34. As a result, the state of the 2IN contact 222 can be changed without the operation-position changing mechanism or the like which is necessary when the 2IN contact 222 is directly connected with the push-button body 111.

[0280] Fig.34 shows a state where the push-button body 111, the vertical/horizontal-orientation changing adaptor 220 and the 2IN contact 222 are combined together.

[0281] In the above thirteenth embodiment, the 2IN contact 222 is described as the contact-making contact. Instead, the 2IN contact may serve as the communications contact.

[0282] The above thirteenth embodiment has been described by way of the example where the push-button body 111 is connectable with the switch adaptor 110. Alternatively, there may be used the push-button body 53 (see Fig.1) wherein the switch adaptor 110 and the push-button body 111 are unified.
(Fourteenth Embodiment)

[0283] A switch assembly according to a fourteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig. 35. In Fig. 35, the same reference characters as those in Figs. 1 to 32 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0284] This embodiment represents an example where the switch assembly is applied to an indicator lamp L1, which comprises an indication section L11, an indicator adaptor L12, an indicator connection section L13, and an LED box (not shown) as a functioning member including a lighting component for lighting operation. The indication section L11, the indicator adaptor L12 and the indicator connection section L13 are equivalent to a front-side member of the present invention.

[0285] Since the unillustrated LED box is the same as the LED box 54 (see Fig. 7) of the first embodiment, this LED box has the contact dedicated connectors 79 for connection with the indicator connection section L13 which have a compatible configuration with the communications contact or the contact-making contact.

[0286] By the way, the indication section L11 includes a translucent colored indication panel L111 and a casing L112 for retaining the indication panel L111. The casing L112 is formed with an engagement groove L113.

[0287] On the other hand, the indicator adaptor L12 is provided with a pair of connectors L121, and an engaging projection L122. The connectors L121 and the engaging projection L122 have the same configurations as the connectors 114 and the push-button engaging projection 115 of the switch adaptor 110 of the third embodiment (see Fig. 15).

Accordingly, the indicator adaptor L12 and the indication section L11 are fixedly combined together through engagement between the engaging projection L122 and the engagement groove L113.

[0288] The indicator connection section L13 is provided with three pairs of contact dedicated connectors L131, and a pair of adaptor-connecting projections L132. The connecting projections L132 engage with the connectors L121 thereby fixedly connecting the indication section L13 with the indicator adaptor L12.

[0289] Mounted to the contact dedicated connectors L131 is the unillustrated LED box, an LED (the same LED as the LED 72 of Fig. 7) which is inserted through an aperture L133 of the indicator connection section L13 and then into the indication section L11. Therefore, the lighting condition of the LED can be checked through the indication panel L111.

[0290] Since the indicator connection section L13 is formed with three pairs of contact dedicated connectors L131, the LED boxes individually having LEDs of different colors may be mounted thereby increasing the kinds of indication colors.

[0291] As understood from the foregoing, the indicator lamp L1 has no operation section so that the light-up and light-off of the LED are effected by a signal from a source external of the indicator lamp L1.

[0292] According to the fourteenth embodiment, the provision of the indicator adaptor L12 permits the indication section L11 and the indication section L13 to be interconnected for use even if the indication section L11 is not configured to be compatible with the indicator connection section L13.

(Fifteenth Embodiment)

[0293] A switch module with lamp or an input/output module as an electrical component according to a fifteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 36 and 37. Fig. 36 is an oblique perspective view of the module as seen from the rear side, whereas Fig. 37 is a sectional view showing an internal configuration of the module.

[0294] A switch module with lamp 300 shown in Fig. 36 comprises a casing 310 which contains therein a communications section 311 as the information input/output functioning member and a device section 312 including a variety of devices as the direct functioning member. An operation section 320 is exposed from one side of the casing 310, the operation section 320 giving a lamp indication to the operator or serving as the operation transmitting member (the driving member) providing a switch to be depressed by the operator. The casing 310 is provided with a connecting section 330 for retaining the indication panel L111. The casing L112 is formed with an engagement groove L113.

[0295] Fig. 37 is a vertical sectional view showing the internal configuration of the switch module with lamp 300, the switch module having the connecting section 330 positioned upwardly and the operation section 320 positioned downwardly. It is noted that the internal configuration of the switch module with lamp 300 is depicted in a properly simplified fashion.

[0296] The casing 310 contains therein a circuit-board 316 for performing input or output of signal via the transmission path 313 and for receiving an electric power supplied via the transmission path 313, a lamp 317 for emitting light to the operator, a switch 318 detecting a pressing action of the operator for performing a switching operation, and the like.

[0297] Defined on the circuit-board 316 are the communications section 311 for communicating signals with a main control unit (not shown) via the transmission path 313, and an interface section 319, as a part of the device section 312, which is interposed between the communications section 311 and input and output devices such as the lamp 317, the
switch 318 and the like.

[0298] A barrel portion 321 of a tubular shape is formed at a connection portion between the operation section 320 and the casing 310. A transparent member 322 transparent to light is mounted to an end surface of the operation section 320, the end surface facing the operator. This permits the operator to recognize light emitted from the lamp 317 and traveling through an interior of the barrel portion 321 and the transparent member 322.

[0299] The switch 318 and a spring 323 are disposed at the other end (on the opposite side to the transparent member 322) of the barrel portion 321. When the operator presses the operation section 320 with his finger, the spring 323 is energized while the switch 318 performs the switching operation. When the operator releases his finger from the operation section 320, the operation section 320 is returned to its initial position by means of a restoring force of the spring 323.

[0300] In this manner, the casing 310 provides an integrated configuration to the switch module with lamp 300, containing therein the device section 312 composed of the lamp 317, the switch 318 and the interface section 319, and the communications section 311.

[0301] According to the fifteenth embodiment, the casing 310 unifies the device section 312 and the communications section 311 (into a unit block), thereby, for example, negating the need for an operation and space for wiring between the communications section and the devices necessary for the transmission system in the general bus-system network. Hence, various types of input/output modules including the switch module with lamp 300 may be readily installed in the transmission system in the bus-system network. Furthermore, the overall installation space for the transmission system may be decreased.

(Sixteenth Embodiment)

[0302] A sixteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig. 38, which is a connection block diagram of a part of this embodiment. The same reference characters as those in Figs. 36 and 37 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0303] Fig. 38 illustrates a method for efficiently utilizing output ports 332 of a main circuit 331 with the aim of achieving the greatest possible omission of additional power sources connected with the input/output module such as the aforesaid switch module with lamp. Fig. 38 assumes, as the device, an input/output module only having a lamp 333 so that only the main circuit 331, the interface section 319 and the lamp 333 are shown.

[0304] In the general transmission system of the bus-system network, connection is normally made such that one output port 332 of the main circuit 331 always corresponds to one input of a device. For instance, a device having one input, such as a lamp, is connected to one output port 332.

[0305] For comparison with this embodiment, Table 1 shows a conventional example of how four output ports 332 are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Output Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 output point</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 output points</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 output points</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0306] As shown in Table 1, where the device has only one input (for example, one lamp), one signal is to be outputted from the output port 332 (hereinafter, expressed as “the number of output point is 1”), so that it has been a practice to directly or indirectly connect only one output port 332 with the device. Where the number of output point is 2, two output ports 332 are connected with the device. Since the main circuit 331 has four output ports 332, the main circuit 331 is capable of simultaneously outputting four kinds of signals to the device.

[0307] According to the conventional connection method shown in Table 1, current supply to one output point is limited to the amount of current flowing out of one output port 332. When a lamp operable on a low current is used as the device, the amount of current supplied from one output port 332 of the main circuit 331 is sufficient for operating the lamp and hence, there is no need for an additional power source. However, in order to operate a lamp requiring a relatively high current, the current supplied from one output port 332 is insufficient so that an additional power source must be connected to the interface section 319.

[0308] The example of Fig. 38 suggests a connection method wherein even the lamp 333, requiring a relatively high current and an additional power source in the conventional connection method, can be operated without being connected with the additional power source. As seen in Fig. 38, the four output ports 332 of the main circuit 331 are connected with the interface section 319, in which the four output ports 332 are unified and led to the lamp 333. Additionally, the same
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signal is outputted from the four output ports 332. Thus, the amount of current flowing into the lamp 333 is increased to the sum of currents flowing out of the four output ports 332.

[0309] As a result, even if one output port 332 is capable of outputting up to 1mA, the connection method of Fig.38 permits a current of up to 4mA to flow through the lamp 333. That is, if the lamp 333 operates on a current of not less than 1mA and not more than 4mA, the lamp 333 can be activated without providing an additional power source.

[0310] Table 2 shows a connection relationship between the output port 332 and the interface section 319 when the output ports 332 are efficiently used according to this embodiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Output Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 output point</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 output points</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0311] As seen in Table 2, if the number of output point is 1 (only "A" shown in Table 2), the output point can be supplied with a current of up to 4mA as shown in the example of Fig.38. If the number of output points is 2 ("A" and "B" in Table 2), a current of up to 2mA can be supplied to each output point by dividing the outputs from the four output ports 332 into two. As a matter of course, the output ports 332 may be divided at a ratio of 3:1 when the number of output points is 2. If the number of output points is 3, the output ports 332 may be divided at a ratio of 2:1:1. Then, the same signal is outputted from the output ports 332 unified by the interface section 319.

[0312] According to the sixteenth embodiment, the same output is assigned to two or more of the plural output ports 332 and hence, a device incapable of being activated by a current from one output port 332 can be activated without providing an additional power source. As a result, the embodiment accomplishes a reduced installation space as compared with the space where the input/output module, such as the switch module with lamp 300 provided with an additional power source (see Fig.36), including an additional power source, is installed. This results in, for example, a simplified structure of the transmission system of the bus-system network.

(Seventeenth Embodiment)

[0313] A switch module with lamp or an input/output module as the electrical component according to a seventeenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.39 and 40. Fig.39 is a disassembled oblique perspective view of the module as seen from the rear side, whereas Fig.40 is an explanatory diagram of an operation thereof. It is noted that the same reference characters as those in Figs.36 and 37 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0314] Fig.39 illustrates another mode of the switch module with lamp 300 (see Figs.36 and 37) as the input/output module according to the fifteenth embodiment. The aforesaid switch module with lamp 300 includes the connecting section 330 in the form of a tab terminal. In the switch module with lamp 300 of Fig.39, on the other hand, the casing 310 consists of two sub-casings 310a, 310b which are separable from each other. The sub-casing 310b on the side of the connecting section 330 contains therein the communications section 311 whereas the sub-casing 310a on the side of the operation section 332 contains therein the device section 312 including the interface section 319, the lamp 317, the switch 318 and the like. When the two sub-casings 310a, 310b are combined together, the main circuit 331 of the communications section 311 and the interface section 319 are interconnected via a terminal 340.

[0315] According to the seventeenth embodiment, even the input/output module integrating the communications section 311 and the device section 312 facilitates the installation, maintenance and design of the input/output module, as will be described hereinafter, because the sub-casing 310b contains therein a part of or the whole body of the communications section 311 and is provided with the connecting section 330 whereas the sub-casing 310a contains therein the remaining part of the communications section 311 and the device section 312, the sub-casings 310a, 310b being detachably connected with each other.

[0316] Fig.40 is an explanatory diagram of an operation for installing an input/output module 341 such as the switch module with lamp including the two sub-casings 310a, 310b the same way as that of Fig.39. As shown in Fig.40, when the input/output module 341 is installed, the sub-casing 310b is first mounted to a predetermined mounting board 343 (the mounting board 343 is previously formed with a transmission path 313) so as to connect the communications section 311 with the transmission path 313.

[0317] In this case, the communications section 311 is common to various types of input/output modules 341 and hence, the sub-casing 310b including the communications section 311 may be mounted without considering the type of the input/output module 341 to be mounted. Therefore, the input/output module 341 can readily be installed.

[0318] After completion of the installation of the sub-casing 310b, the sub-casing 310a is connected with the sub-
casing 301b to complete the installation of the input/output module 341. Thus, the operation for interconnecting wirings of the communications section and the device section, which is required by the general transmission system of the bus-system network, can be dispensed with by using the input/output module 341 of Fig.39 wherein the sub-casing 310a is detachably connected with the sub-casing 310b.

[0319] In the event that the device section 312 of any one of the input/output modules 341 fails, the maintenance work for the transmission system can be done by merely replacing the sub-casing 310a while the sub-casing 310b is left as it is. Thus, there is no need to replace the whole body of the input/output module 341.

[0320] On the other hand, design efforts can be decreased by an approach wherein the sub-casing 310b and internal parts thereof are designed as common parts to various types of input/output modules 341 (that is, the sub-casing 310b is designed to totally or partially include the communications section 311), whereas the sub-casing 310a and internal parts thereof are designed as parts specific to each of the various types of input/output modules 341.

(Eighteenth Embodiment)

[0321] An eighteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.41, which is a disassembled oblique perspective view showing a part of a switch module with lamp. The same reference characters as those in Figs.36 and 37 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0322] Fig.41 is an oblique perspective view showing a structure of a switch module with lamp 351 mounted to a mounting board 350, the module representing another specific example of the input/output module as the electrical component.

[0323] The switch module with lamp 351 has substantially the same configuration as the switch module with lamp 300 of Fig.35. The switch module 351 includes the operation section 320 operatively depressed by the operator with his finger and directing the light from the lamp to the operator, and the connecting section 330 connected with the first and the second transmission lines 314, 315. A contact block 353 formed with the connecting section 330 is provided with the communications section 311, the interface section 319, the lamp 317 as an output device and the switch 318 as an input device. The lamp 317 is mounted to a surface of the contact block 353 whereas the switch 318 is mounted to the contact block 353 as partially contained therein. The interface section 319, the lamp 317 and the switch 318 constitute the device section 312.

[0324] In this manner, a casing providing the integral form of the input/output module may be defined by the combination of outside structures of the operation section 320 and of the contact block 353.

[0325] According to the eighteenth embodiment, the switch module with lamp 351 has the same outside structure as the conventional contact-making contact block, thus permitting a plurality of conventional contact-making contact blocks to be mounted in side-by-side relation with the thin contact block 353. This permits the operator to turn ON/OFF the load without using the network or to directly apply an emergency stop signal especially required the safety without using the network.

[0326] According to the above eighteenth embodiment, the switch module with lamp 351 as a whole defines a single input/output module. However, the contact block 353 itself defines an input/output module having the device section 312 and the communications section 311. In this manner, an input/output module with a communication function may define the contact block 353. In this case, a member 355 defining an outside structure of the contact block 353 serves as the casing.

(Nineteenth Embodiment)

[0327] A nineteenth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.42, which is a disassembled oblique perspective view. The same reference characters as those in Figs.36 and 37 represent the same or equivalent parts, respectively.

[0328] Fig.42 is an oblique perspective view showing a structure of an input/output module 361 utilizing a known sensor 360, the module representing still another specific example of the input/output module as the electrical component.

[0329] The input/output module 361 comprises the known sensor 360 and a connector 362 interposed into the transmission path 313. The connector 362 is connected with a connector 363 of the sensor 360.

[0330] The connector 362 contains therein the interface section 319 and the communications section 311 such that the sensor 360 may be utilized as it is. Accordingly, the sensor 360 and the interface section 319 constitute the device section 312.

[0331] In the input/output module 361 of Fig.42, a casing of the sensor 360 can be regarded as one sub-casing 365 whereas a casing of the connector 362 can be regarded as another sub-casing 366. Thus, the input/output module 361 is constructed such that the device is disposed in the sub-casing 365 while the interface section 319 and communications section 311 are disposed in the sub-casing 366. The input/output module 361 integrally constructed from these structures is formed by combining the sub-casing 365 with the sub-casing 366.
According to the nineteenth embodiment, the sub-casing 366 is defined by the connector 362 having the communication function, thereby permitting the known sensor 360 itself to be used as a part of the input/output module 361. This negates the need for designing an additional sensor incorporating the communications section, contributing to decreased design efforts. Needless to say, the present invention is not limited to the use of the sensor but permits the known switch, lamp or the like to be directly used as a part of the input/output module.

(Twentieth Embodiment)

A communications apparatus according to a twentieth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 43 to 46. Fig. 43 is a connection block diagram of this embodiment; Fig. 44 a fragmentary connection diagram thereof; Fig. 45 a fragmentary schematic diagram showing a configuration thereof; and Fig. 46 a timing chart for explaining an operation thereof.

As shown in Fig. 43, a communications apparatus 400 of this embodiment may be applied to, for example, the bus-system network and is configured to integrate a communications contact 401 and an input circuit unit 402, the communications contact 401 representing the information input/output functioning member of the aforesaid switch assembly 51 or the like. In this case, for example, as shown in Fig. 1, the communications contact 401 may be unified with the input circuit unit 402 in a manner that an operation section (to be described hereinafter) of the input circuit unit 402 is constituted by the push-button section 52 and the push-button body 53 in detachably combined relation whereas a contact case incorporating the communications contact 401 and a circuit portion of the input circuit unit 402 is detachably mounted to the above push-button body.

The push button may be of a so-called temporary retention type which is operatively depressed to be retained in a depressed state and then is depressed again to be returned to its initial state. Otherwise, the push button may be of a type which is placed in the depressed state while subjected to a pressing force and returns to its initial state when the pressing force is released.

As shown in Fig. 43, the communications contact 401 comprises an integrated communication circuit incorporating an input interface 405 (hereinafter, referred to as "input I/F"). The communications contact 401 has its positive supply terminal Vin connected to the positive +V bus line B1 via a coil 406, and its zero-volt terminal Z and ground terminal GND connected to the reference 0V bus line B2. Furthermore, two transmission terminals (not shown) of the communications contact 401 are connected to both the bus lines B1, B2. Thus, the communications contact 401 communicates communication signals comprised of voltage signals superimposed on the bus lines B1, B2. In the case of a two-wire system using the bus lines B1, B2, the circuit is branched in parallel and need to satisfy a requirement of accomplishing the minimum possible attenuation for transmitting an AC component (signal) over a great distance as well as a requirement of flowing the greatest possible amount of DC current against a load present in the circuit. The above coil 406 is provided to serve these purposes. Hence, the coil 406 acts as a high impedance to the AC component (signal) thereby to prevent the attenuation, while acting as a low impedance to the DC component (electric power) thereby to permit a great amount of DC component to flow.

The input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 is connected with the input circuit unit 402, a movable part of which is operatively depressed for switching a level of the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405. Thus, an operation mode of the communications contact 401 is changed.

As shown in Figs. 44 and 45, for example, the input circuit unit 402 comprises an operation section 411 having a contactless switching contact configuration, a current-limiting section 412, a retaining section 413, and a constant-voltage circuit 414 with an input terminal connected to the positive +V bus line B1. As seen in Fig. 45, the operation section 411 comprises a photointerruptor including a light emitting diode L as a light emitting device and a phototransistor T as a photo acceptance unit, and a light-shielding member B for shielding light from the light emitting diode L into the phototransistor T in conjunction with the depression of the push button as the movable part. Both a cathode of the light emitting diode L and an emitter of the phototransistor T are connected to the reference 0V bus line B2.

The current-limiting section 412 responds to the movement of the light-shielding member B by controlling carrying current into the light emitting diode L to a set value for a previously determined period of time from the time when the light from the light emitting diode L enters the phototransistor T.

Specifically, the current-limiting section 412 comprises a mono-multi vibrator including a PNP transistor Q1, an emitter of which is connected to an output terminal of the constant-voltage circuit 414 via a resistance R1 and a collector of which is connected to an anode of the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411; a resistance R2, one end of which is connected to the output terminal of the constant-voltage circuit 414 and the other end of which is connected to a base of the transistor Q1; and a capacitor C, one end of which is connected to the base of the transistor Q1 and the other end of which is connected to the output terminal of the constant-voltage circuit 414 via a resistance R3.

The other end of the capacitor C is also connected to the collector of the phototransistor T so that the transistor Q1 is positive-feedback connected to the collector of the phototransistor T via the capacitor C. In Fig. 44, R4 represents...
a resistance connected between the collector and the emitter of the transistor Q1.

[0343] The retaining section 413 responds to the movement of the light-shielding member B of the operation section 411 by retaining the level of an input signal to the input I/F 405 of the communications contact 401 during a period between when the light from the light emitting diode L enters the phototransistor T and when the light from the light emitting diode L is blocked.

[0344] As shown in Fig.44, the retaining section 413 comprises a D-flip-flop Df (hereinafter, referred to as "D-FF"), a NAND gate Ng, and resistances R5, R6. The NAND gate Ng has two input terminals thereof connected to the collector of the transistor Q1 and to the other end of the capacitor C, and has an output terminal thereof connected to a set terminal S of the D-FF Df. The D-FF Df has a D-input terminal thereof connected to the constant-voltage circuit 414, a clock terminal CK thereof connected to the other end of the capacitor C via the resistance R5, and a reset terminal R thereof directly connected to the other end of the capacitor C. A Q(bar)-output terminal of the D-FF Df is connected to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 of the communications contact 401. The resistance R6 is connected between the clock terminal CK of the D-FF Df and the bus line B2.

[0345] Next, an operation of the above input circuit unit 402 is described with reference to a timing chart of Fig.46.

[0346] As shown in Fig.46(a), the light-shielding member of the operation section 411 moves at each depression of the push button of the operation section 411, so that the photointerruptor is controllably switched between a light-shielding state (ON) and a light-emitting state (OFF).

[0347] When the photointerruptor is in the light-shielding state (ON) as indicated by Fig.46(a), the phototransistor T is OFF having an output voltage (from the collector) at V2 (high level), as shown in Fig.46(c). At this time, the transistor Q1 in positive-feedback connection with the collector of the phototransistor T is OFF while the current through the light emitting diode L is at I0, as indicated by Fig.46(b). As seen in Fig.46(d), the Q(bar)-output terminal of the D-FF Df of the retaining section 413 is at a low level.

[0348] When the push button in this state is depressed to be returned to its initial state thereby switching the photointerruptor to the light-emitting state (OFF) as indicated by Fig.46(a), the light-shielding member B moves to allow the light from the light emitting diode L to enter the phototransistor T. Thus, the phototransistor T is turned ON thereby to switch ON the transistor Q1, so that the output voltage from the phototransistor T is at V0 (low level) as indicated by Fig.46(c).

[0349] On the other hand, a base potential of the transistor Q1 rises at a time constant (equivalent to a predetermined time period) given by the resistance R2 and the capacitor C to reverse the transistor Q1 to OFF. Thus, the current of the set value I1 (>I0) flows through the light emitting diode L as indicated by Fig.46(b) while the transistor Q1 is ON, and the current through the light emitting diode L is lowered again to I0 in conjunction with the transistor Q1 switched to OFF, as indicated by Fig.46(b). At this time, the time-constant circuit formed by the resistance R1 and the capacitor C raises the output voltage from the phototransistor T to V1 (V2>V1>V0) as indicated by Fig.46(c).

[0350] In conjunction with the output voltage of the phototransistor T to V0 (low level), a reset signal is inputted to the reset terminal R of the D-FF Df for resetting the D-FF Df, so that the Q(bar)-output terminal of the D-FF Df is reversed to high level as indicated by Fig.46(d). The high level of the Q(bar)-output terminal is retained until the depression of the push button of the operation section 411 causes the light-shielding member B to move to switch the photointerruptor to the light-shielding state (ON) thereby raising the output voltage of the phototransistor T to V2 (high level).

[0351] In the event of a disconnection failure in the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411, the output voltage of the phototransistor T rises to V2 (high level) while the voltage of the collector of the transistor Q1 is pulled up by the resistances R1 and R4. Accordingly, the output from the NAND gate Ng is reversed to low level so that a set signal is inputted to the set terminal S of the D-FF Df of the retaining section 413 for retaining the Q(bar)-output terminal at low level as indicated by a broken line of Fig.46(d).

[0352] Thus, responding to the depression of the push button of the operation section 411, the current-limiting section 412 controls the carrying current into the light emitting diode L to the set value of I1 for the predetermined period of time as the time constant given by the resistance R2 and the capacitor C, the time period starting from the time when the light from the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411 enters the phototransistor T. Therefore, the carrying current is decreased to I0 smaller than the set value after the lapse of the predetermined period of time.

[0353] On the other hand, the retaining section 413 retains the input signal to the input I/F 405 of the communications contact 401 at high level for a period of time between the time when the light from the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411 enters the phototransistor T and the time when the light-shielding member B blocks the light from the light emitting diode L. In the event of a disconnection failure in the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411, the Q(bar)-output terminal of the D-FF Df of the retaining section 413 is automatically switched to low level and hence, the input to the input I/F 405 of the communications contact 401 becomes low. Therefore, a failure of the photointerruptor can be recognized.

[0354] According to the twentieth embodiment, the operation section 411 in the input circuit unit 402 of the communications apparatus 400 can be driven like a pulse only when it is required. Therefore, the current value of the light emitting diode L of the operation section 411 can be lowered as compared with the conventional contact-making configuration. This results in an extended service life of the operation section 411 as well as in the reduction of power.
[0355] Since the heat generation from the operation section 411 can be decreased by lowering the current value of the light emitting diode L thereof, a group of contact cases individually incorporating therein the communications contact 401 and a circuit portion of the input circuit unit 402 may be collectively mounted to constitute the communications apparatus 400 without encountering a fear of overheat.

[0356] In addition, the reliability of the apparatus can be improved because the failure of the operation section 411 can be detected based on the variations of the level of the Q(bar)-output terminal of the D-FF Df of the retaining section 413 and the level of the output voltage from the phototransistor T.

(Twenty-First Embodiment)

[0357] A twenty-first embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 47 to 49. Fig. 47 is a connection block diagram of this embodiment; Fig. 48 a fragmentary connection diagram thereof; and Fig. 49 a timing chart for explaining an operation thereof. The following description is made with reference to Fig. 45, as well.

[0358] As shown in Fig. 47, a communications apparatus 420 of this embodiment is configured to integrate, besides the aforesaid input I/F 405, a communications contact 421 incorporating a pulse-width modulation (PWM) output circuit 407 used for control, an operation section 422 including the photointerruptor and the light-emitting diode similarly to the operation section 411 of Fig. 45, and a retaining circuit unit 423.

[0359] Likewise to the aforementioned twentieth embodiment, the operation section 422 comprises the push button and the push-button with a detachably connected relation, whereas a contact case incorporating the communications contact 421, the retaining circuit unit 423, other circuit components or the like is detachably mounted to the push-button body. In this manner, the communications contact 421, the operation section 422 and the retaining circuit unit 423 may be integrated.

[0360] In Fig. 47, R7 represents a resistance connected between the positive +V bus line B1 and the anode of the light emitting diode L, and R8 represents a resistance connected between the positive +V bus line B1 and the collector of the phototransistor T in the operation section 422. The aforesaid coil 406 is interposed between the positive +V bus line B1 and the positive supply terminal Vin of the communications contact 421, the resistance R7 and the resistance R8.

[0361] Similarly to that shown in Fig. 43, the communications contact 421 comprises the integrated communication circuit and has a positive supply terminal Vin thereof connected to the positive +V bus line B1 while having a zero-volt terminal Z and a ground terminal GND thereof connected to the reference 0V bus line B2. On the other hand, two transmission terminals (not shown) of the communications contact 421 are connected to these bus lines B1, B2. Thus, the communications contact 421 communicates communication signals comprised of voltage signals superimposed on the bus lines B1, B2.

[0362] The retaining circuit unit 423 comprises, as shown in Fig. 48 for example, a first and a second D-FFs D1, D2 and a constant-voltage circuit 423, an input terminal of which is connected to the positive +V bus line B1. A D-input terminal of the first D-FF D1 is connected to the collector of the phototransistor T. A respective clock terminal CK of both the D-FFs D1, D2 is connected to an output terminal Do of the PWM output circuit 407 in the communications contact 421 whereas a respective set terminal S and reset terminal R of both the D-FFs D1, D2 are connected to an output terminal of the constant-voltage circuit 425. A Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 is connected to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 in the communications contact 421. The cathode of the light emitting diode L is connected to the output terminal Do of the PWM output circuit 407 whereas the emitter of the phototransistor T is connected to the bus line B2.

[0363] Operations of the operation section 422 and the retaining circuit unit 423 are described with reference to a timing chart of Fig. 49.

[0364] As indicated by Fig. 49(b), the PWM output circuit 407 of the communications contact 421 outputs a low PWM pulse signal based on a given period whereas, as indicated by Fig. 49(c), a current of I1 flows through the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422 in synchronism with the low PWM pulse signal. When the PWM pulse signal is at high level, the current through the light emitting diode L is at I0 (<I1).

[0365] When the photointerrupter is in the light-shielding state (ON), the push button is depressed to be returned to its initial state. In response to the photointerrupter switched to the light-emitting state (OFF) as indicated by Fig. 49(a), the light-emitting member B moves to allow the light from the light emitting diode L to enter the phototransistor T so that the phototransistor T is turned ON with a little time delay after the light ingress. Thus, the output voltage (from the collector) of the phototransistor T becomes low as indicated by Fig. 49(d).

[0366] The current flow through the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422 effects a signal to input to the clock terminals CK of both the D-FFs D1, D2 so that the Q-output terminal of the first D-FF D1 and the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 are each reversed to high level as indicated by Figs. 49(e) and (f). The high levels are retained until a low level signal is inputted to the D-input terminals of both the D-FFs D1, D2 in response to the phototransistor T switched ON.
When the low level signal is inputted to the D-input terminals of the D-FFs D1, D2, the Q-output terminal of the first D-FF D1 and the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 are both reversed to low level. Particularly in response to the photointerruptor switched to the light-emitting state (OFF), the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 outputs a low signal to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 in the communications contact 421.

In the event of a disconnection failure in the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422, the current through the light emitting diode L stays at I0 as indicated by a broken line of Fig.49(c). This retains the output voltage (from the collector) of the phototransistor T at high level as indicated by a broken line of Fig.49(d). Further, as indicated by a broken line of Fig.49(e), the Q-output terminal of the first D-FF D1 stays at high level whereas the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 stays at low level as indicated by a broken line of Fig.49(f).

Accordingly, the twenty-first embodiment offers an equivalent effect to that of the aforesaid twentieth embodiment.

(Twenty-Second Embodiment)

A twenty-second embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.50 and 51. Fig. 50 is a fragmentary connection diagram of this embodiment whereas Fig.51 is a timing chart for explaining an operation thereof. The following description is made with reference to Fig.45, as well.

A general arrangement of a communications apparatus of this embodiment is essentially the same as that of the aforesaid twenty-first embodiment (see Fig.47), except that a retaining circuit unit of this embodiment has a different configuration from the retaining circuit unit 423 of Fig.47 as follows.

As shown in Fig.50, the retaining circuit unit 423 of a switch assembly of this embodiment comprises the first and the second D-FFs D1, D2; a first and a second AND gates A1, A2; and a constant-voltage circuit 427, an input terminal of which is connected to the positive +V bus line B1. Two input terminals of the first AND gate A1 are connected to the collector of the phototransistor T and to the anode of the light emitting diode L, respectively. Two input terminals of the second AND gate A2 are both connected to the output terminal Do of the PWM output circuit 407 in the communications contact 421. An output terminal of the first AND gate A1 is connected to the D-input terminal of the first D-FF D1 whereas an output terminal of the second AND gate A2 is connected to the clock terminal CK of the first D-FF D1. The clock terminal CK of the second D-FF D2 is connected to the output terminal Do of the PWM output circuit 407 in the communications contact 421.

The set terminal S and reset terminal R of the first D-FF D1 and the reset terminal R of the second D-FF D2 are connected to the output terminal of the constant-voltage circuit 427. The second D-FF D2 has the set terminal S connected to the Q(bar)-output terminal of the first D-FF D1, and the Q(bar)-output terminal thereof connected to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 in the communications contact 421. The cathode of the light emitting diode L is connected to the output terminal Do of the PWM output circuit 407 whereas the emitter of the phototransistor T is connected to the bus line B2.

Next, operations of the operation section 422 and the retaining circuit unit 423 of the twenty-second embodiment are described with reference to the timing chart of Fig.51.

As indicated by Fig.51(b), the PWM output circuit 407 (see Fig.47) of the communications contact 421 outputs a low PWM pulse signal based on a given period. In synchronism with the low PWM pulse signal, the current of I1 flows through the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422, as indicated by Fig.51(c). When the PWM pulse signal is at high level, the current of I0 (<I1) flows through the light emitting diode L.

When the photointerruptor is in the light-shielding state (ON), the push button is depressed to be returned to its initial state. When the photointerruptor is switched to the light-emitting state (OFF) as indicated by Fig.51(a), the light-shielding member B moves to allow the light from the light emitting diode L to enter the phototransistor T so that the phototransistor T is switched ON with a little time delay from the light ingress. Thus, as indicated by Fig.51(d), the level of the output voltage (from the collector) of the phototransistor T becomes low.

The current flow through the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422 changes the voltage at the anode of the light emitting diode L to low level, as indicated by Fig.51(e). In response to the output voltage from the phototransistor T and the voltage present on the anode of the light emitting diode L which are changed to low level, the output voltage from the first AND gate A1 is changed to low level, as indicated by Fig.51(f).

At this time, the current of I1 flows through the light emitting diode L so as to input a signal to the clock terminals CK of both the D-FFs D1, D2. Thus, the Q(bar)-output terminal of the first D-FF D1 stays at high level as indicated by Fig.51(g) whereas the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 is reversed to high level as indicated by Fig.51(h).

Subsequently when the light-shielding member B blocks the light from the light emitting diode L in conjunction with the depression of the operation section 422, the photointerruptor is switched to the light-shielding state (ON) so as to change the output from the first AND gate A1 to high level, as indicated by Fig.51(f). Thus, the Q(bar)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 is reversed to low level, as indicated by Fig.51(h).

In the event of a disconnection failure in the light emitting diode L of the operation section 422, the current...
through the light emitting diode L stays at I0 as indicated by a broken line of Fig.51(c). This maintains at high level both the output voltage (from the collector) from the phototransistor T and the voltage at the anode of the light emitting diode L, as indicated by broken lines of Figs.51(d) and (e). The output voltage from the first AND gate A1 also stays at high level as indicated by Fig.51(f). Thus, the Q(bar)-output terminal of the first D-FF D1 stays at low level as indicated by a broken line of Fig.51(g) whereas the Q(output)-output terminal of the second D-FF D2 stays at high level as indicated by a broken line of Fig.51(h).

[0381] Accordingly, the twenty-second embodiment offers an equivalent effect to that of the aforesaid twenty-first embodiment.

(Twenty-Third Embodiment)

[0382] A twenty-third embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to a connection block diagram of Fig.52.

[0383] As shown in Fig.52, the communications apparatus 420 of this embodiment differs from that of the twenty-first embodiment in that the retaining circuit unit 423 of Fig.47 is incorporated in the integrated communication circuit constituting the communications contact 421. In this case, the incorporated retaining circuit unit 423 includes the input I/F 405. The aforesaid coil 406 is interposed between the positive +V bus line B1 and the positive supply terminal Vin of the communications contact 421, the resistance R7 and the resistance R8.

[0384] Accordingly, the twenty-third embodiment offers an equivalent effect to that of the twenty-first embodiment while accomplishing a more simplified configuration by incorporating the retaining circuit unit 423 into the communications contact 421.

(Twenty-Fourth Embodiment)

[0385] A twenty-fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.53 and 54. Fig. 53 is a schematic diagram showing a part of a configuration of this embodiment, and Fig.54 is a fragmentary connection block diagram of Fig.53.

[0386] As seen in Fig.53, an operation section 431 of this embodiment comprises a Hall IC 432 comprising a Hall element, and a magnet 433 having the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depression of the push button, the lines of magnetic flux intersecting the Hall element. It is noted that the other parts of the communications apparatus may be arranged the same way as in any of the twentieth to twenty-third embodiments.

[0387] As shown in Fig.54, the Hall IC 432 comprises a Hall element 432a, a supply/temperature compensating circuit 432b, an amplifier 432c for amplifying the output voltage from the Hall element 432a, a Schmidt trigger circuit 432d supplied with an output signal from the amplifier 432c, and an outputting NPN transistor 432e, a collector of which is connected to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 (see, for example, Fig.43).

[0388] Similarly to the twentieth embodiment, the twenty-fourth embodiment accomplishes the extended service life and decreased power consumption of the operation section 431 as compared with the conventional contact-making configuration.

(Twenty-Fifth Embodiment)

[0389] A twenty-fifth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig.55, which is a fragmentary schematic diagram showing a configuration thereof.

[0390] As shown in Fig.55, an operation section 441 of this embodiment comprises a magnetic resistance element 442, a magnet 443 with the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depression of the push button, the lines of magnetic flux intersecting the magnetic resistance element 442, and an outputting NPN transistor 444, a collector of which is connected to the input terminal Din of the input I/F 405 (see, for example, Fig.43). It is noted that the other parts of the switch means may be arranged the same way as in any of the twentieth to twenty-third embodiments.

[0391] Similarly to the twentieth embodiment, the twenty-fifth embodiment accomplishes the extended service life and decreased power consumption of the operation section 441 as compared with the conventional contact-making configuration.

(Twenty-Sixth Embodiment)

[0392] A twenty-sixth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs.56 and 57. Fig.56 is a connection diagram and Fig.57 is a graph representing a relationship between a bias voltage and a capacitance for explaining an operation.

[0393] This embodiment employs two Zener diodes 453, 453, as a surge protection circuit adapted to absorb surge
noises, which are connected in series between transmission terminals INP, INM of a high input impedance communication circuit 452 incorporated in a communications contact 451 constituting the communications apparatus connected to the positive +V bus line B1 and the reference 0V bus line B2. The communications contact 451 comprises an integrated communication circuit.

[0394] Here, the relationship between the inter-terminal capacitance Cz and the bias voltage V of the Zener diode fabricated by the diffusion or epitaxial method is expressed as:

\[
(1) \quad C_z = \frac{k}{s}\beta (\frac{a\varepsilon}{V})^{1/3}
\]

where 'a' denotes a impurities concentration gradient of a PN junction; 'ε' denotes a dielectric constant of silicone in a depletion layer of the PN junction; 's' denotes a junction area of the PN junction; and 'k' denotes a proportionality factor.

[0395] A Zener voltage equal to that given by a singly used Zener diode (e.g., 40V) can be obtained by connecting two Zener diodes having 1/2 of the above voltage (e.g., 20V) in series. Thus, each Zener diode may have a Zener voltage decreased to 1/2 and hence, the impurities concentration gradient 'a' in the above expression (1) is double increased while the bias voltage is decreased to 1/2.

[0396] Provided that each of the two Zener diodes has a PN junction area equal to that of the Zener diode singly used, the total capacitance Czs of the two Zener diodes connected in series is expressed by the following expression derived from the expression (1):

\[
(2) \quad C_z = \frac{(1/2)k}{s}\beta \left(\frac{2a\varepsilon}{V/2}\right)^{1/3}
\]

\[
= \left(\frac{1}{2}\right)k\beta \left(\frac{4a\varepsilon}{V}\right)^{1/3}
\]

[0397] Calculating Czs/Cz using the above expressions (1), (2) gives

\[
(3) \quad C_z/C_z = 0.7937
\]

[0398] As apparent from the above expression (3), the inter-terminal capacitance of the two Zener diodes connected in series can be decreased from the case of the Zener diode singly used. As to the rated power, if a each of the Zener diodes has the same rated power as the Zener diode singly used (e.g., 1W Zener diode of 40V), the total rated power of the two Zener diodes connected in series is double increased (two 1W Zener diodes of 20V: 1W+1W=2W) and therefore, a required surge resistance can be attained.

[0399] The same rated power as that of the singly used Zener diode (e.g., 1W) can be obtained by connecting two Zener diodes in series, each of which has a rated power 1/2 the rated power of the former Zener diode. Therefore, the overall capacitance may be further decreased by employing two 1/2W Zener diodes, as understood from the above expressions (1) to (3).

[0400] Measurement was taken on a Zener diode singly used and two Zener diodes connected in series, each diode having the same characteristics, thereby determining a respective relationship between the bias voltage and the capacitance. The results are shown in Fig.57, in which a solid line represents the two Zener diodes connected in series and a broken line represents the Zener diode singly used. The smaller the bias voltage, the greater the effect.

[0401] According to the twenty-sixth embodiment, the capacitance of the PN junction of the two Zener diodes 453 connected in series is smaller than that of the Zener diode singly used so that the communications apparatus may be decreased in capacitance as maintaining an adequate surge resistance. Hence, the communications apparatus is adapted to provide fast communications of communication signals comprised of voltage signals across the bus-system network. This results in a dramatic increase in the number of communications apparatuses to be connected to the bus-system network as compared with the connection of the conventional apparatuses.

[0402] In the twenty-sixth embodiment, the number of Zener diodes 453 connected in series is not limited to 2 but three or more Zener diodes may be connected. The number of diodes connected in series may be decided based on a relation between a surge voltage to be absorbed and a capacitance of the connected diodes in series.

[0403] The surge absorbing element used for this purpose is not limited to the aforesaid Zener diode and other elements are usable.

[0404] As a matter of course, the communications contact 451 of the twenty-sixth embodiment is not limited to that
shown in Figs. 44 and 45 which comprises the operation section including the photointerruptor and the light-shielding member B.

(Twenty-Seventh Embodiment)

[0405] A twenty-seventh embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to Figs. 58 to 62. Fig. 58 is a side view of the embodiment; Fig. 59 an oblique perspective view of the embodiment in one use; Fig. 60 a plan view of the embodiment in another use; Fig. 61 an oblique perspective view of the embodiment in yet another use; and Fig. 62 a plan view of the embodiment in still another use.

[0406] This embodiment has the following arrangement, for example. The operation section is comprised of the push button and the push-button body in detachably combined relation. A contact case 461 (see Fig. 58), as a main body of the communications apparatus, contains therein the communications contact forming the switch assembly jointly with the operation section, as well as other circuit components or the like. The contact case 461 is detachably mounted to the above push-button body. In this case, as shown in Fig. 58, an open magnetic circuit type coil 462 is disposed in the contact case 461 at place shifted from a line through the center (symbol '+' in Fig. 58) thereof.

[0407] In this case, all the communications apparatuses are connected in parallel to the bus-system network and hence, all the signals inputted to the individual coils 462 of the communications apparatuses are in phase with one another. Accordingly, if all the coils 462 are uniform in polarity (each having a starting point and an end point of coil turns in alignment), the AC signal or the DC bias current through the respective coils of the communications apparatuses can generate AC magnetic fluxes or DC magnetic fluxes in the same direction and at the same timing.

[0408] According to this embodiment wherein a plurality of contact cases 461 are collectively disposed, when the respective coils 462 of the contact cases 461 generate the magnetic fluxes in the same direction, the contact cases 461 are arranged in a manner to align the respective coils 462 thereof on the same line, as shown in Figs. 59 and 60. On the other hand, when the respective coils 462 of adjoining contact cases 461 generate the magnetic fluxes in the opposite directions, the contact cases 461 are arranged in a manner to place the respective coils 462 thereof out of alignment, as shown in Fig. 61 and 62.

[0409] It is preferred to form the contact case 461 in an asymmetrical shape such that the direction of the magnetic flux generated by the coil 462 may be determined from the shape of the contact case 461.

[0410] Such a design has the following merit. Where plural communications apparatuses constituting the bus-system network are collectively disposed in a manner to align the respective coils 462 thereof substantially on the same line (see Figs. 59 and 60), the magnetic fluxes generated by the coils are in the same direction so that the AC or DC magnetic fluxes are in superimposition. Thus, inductance due to the AC component is increased while the DC magnetic fluxes from the DC bias current are also superimposed, resulting in an increased number of lines of DC magnetic flux.

[0411] Accordingly, when the coils 462 are disposed in adjoining relation (in a dense cluster), the number of lines of DC magnetic flux from each of the coils is increased than when a single coil is disposed. Therefore, it can be considered that an additional DC bias current adjacent magnetic flux flows through each of the coils 462 as compared with a case of an apparently single coil 462 disposed, provided that φ1 denotes the number of lines of DC magnetic flux from a coil disposed alone, and φ2 denotes the number of lines of DC magnetic flux from each of the coils disposed in a dense cluster.

[0412] Where the coils 462 are disposed in adjoining relation (in a dense cluster), it can be considered that more DC bias current flows through each of the coils than in a normal arrangement where a coil is singly disposed. Accordingly, it is thought that current saturation occurs earlier to reduce the inductance due to the DC component than where a coil is singly disposed. Therefore, when the coils 462 are aligned on the same line, it is necessary to select a coil of a good saturation characteristic which is less liable to be decreased in inductance by the DC component even if a DC bias current greater by a factor of (1+α) flows therethrough.

[0413] The AC signal has a much smaller value than the DC bias current and hence, AC magnetic flux in superimposition results in a minor increase. Therefore, the coil less liable to be saturated by the DC bias current has no fear of being saturated by the AC component.

[0414] On the other hand, where the coils 462 are disposed out of alignment (see Figs. 61, 62), the magnetic fluxes (AC, DC) from the respective coils 462 are directed to cancel each other. The DC magnetic fluxes directed to cancel each other act to suppress the saturation whereas the AC magnetic fluxes directed to cancel each other act to decrease the inductance. Where the coils are disposed with the magnetic fluxes thereof directed to cancel each other, a causative factor of decreasing the inductance is only interference from the AC magnetic fluxes. However, since the respective coils 462 are disposed out of alignment, as shown in Figs. 61, 62, the respective coils 462 are spaced from each other so that interference between the generated AC magnetic fluxes may be reduced. Thus, the inductance due to the AC component is prevented from being decreased.

[0415] Accordingly, the twenty-seventh embodiment prevents the decrease of impedance of the communications apparatus, thereby permitting the communications apparatus to communicate voltage signals in the correct waveforms,
the voltage signals traveling among the plural communications apparatuses on the bus-system network. Thus, the embodiment accomplishes a significant increase in the number of communications apparatuses connectable with the bus-system network, as compared with the conventional approach.

[0416] It is noted that the twenty-seventh embodiment does not limit the configuration of the coil 462 and the shape of the contact case 461 to the above.

[0417] As a matter of course, the communications contact of the twenty-seventh embodiment is not limited to that of Figs. 44, 45 which comprises the operation section including the photointerruptor and the light-shielding member.

Industrial Applicability

[0418] As mentioned supra, the electrical component according to the present invention is capable of compactly combining a plurality of functioning members of different functions such as the direct functioning member, the information input/output functioning member and the like, thereby contributing to the reduction of installation space. In addition, the inventive electrical component ensures that the plural functioning members of different functions, such as the direct functioning member, the information input/output functioning member and the like, are positively driven by one or more driving units.

[0419] The emergency stop system according to the present invention is capable of transmitting an operation given by the operator to a target device even if the controller of the network is inoperative due to failure. Particularly, the inventive system is adapted to shut off the power to the target device in an urgent condition such as emergency stop. Thus, the emergency stop system features an improved safety.

[0420] In the communications apparatus according to the present invention, the operation section of the switch means has the contactless switching contact configuration. As compared with the conventional contact-making configuration, the inventive configuration extends the service life of the operation section, negates the need for high current therethrough, and decreases the power consumption.

[0421] A switch assembly (1) comprises a push-button section (52) and a push-button body (53) as an operation transmitting member, an LED box (54) and a contact-making contact (56) as a direct functioning member, and a communication-function incorporating contact (communications contact) (55) as an information input/output functioning member, as permitting these components to be connected with each other. Therefore, the switch assembly can respond to an operation given to the push-button body (52) by causing the contact-making contact (56) to provide an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state and by causing the communications contact (55) to output an information signal to a network.

Claims

1. An electrical component (51) comprising a combination of a plurality of functioning members (54-56; 401) each of which has a different function, a single driving unit (52, 53, 63) including an operation transmitting member comprising driving members (74) receiving an operation given by an operator and transmitting the received operation to the functioning members, and driving the plurality of functioning members each driven by one driving member characterized in that said functioning members include at least an information input/output functioning member (55; 401) for inputting and/or outputting an information signal, said information input/output functioning member is connected to said operation transmitting member (63, 74) for receiving the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member, is connectable to bus lines (BL; B1; B2) of a network, which connect the electrical component to the outside is adapted to receive , a DC component as power from said bus lines (BL; B1; B2) and is adapted to input to the bus lines an information signal or to input to and output from the bus lines an information signal, wherein the information signal is a super imposed AC component.

2. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said functioning members include at least a direct functioning member (56) providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state, and an information input/output functioning member (55; 401) for inputting and/or outputting an information signal.

3. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said driving member includes an operation transmitting member receiving an operation given by an operator and transmitting the received operation, and wherein said functioning members are each connected to said operation transmitting member for receiving the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member.
4. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 3, wherein said functioning members include at least:

- a direct functioning member (56) providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member, and
- an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member.

5. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 3, wherein said functioning members include at least:

- a direct functioning member (56) providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member, and
- an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to a received input.

6. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation receiving member for receiving the operation given by the operator, and
- an adaptor member (110;126;136;138;151) including an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation receiving member, and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting said functioning member.

7. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation member directly receiving the operation given by the operator, and
- an operation connection member including a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting said functioning member, and
- wherein said operation member and said operation connection member are combined by means of an operation-adaptor member.

8. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said driving member includes an operation transmitting member receiving an operation given by an operator and transmitting the received operation, wherein said operation transmitting member incorporates therein at least either one of a direct functioning member (56), as said functioning member, providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state according to the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member, and an information input/output functioning member, as said functioning member, for inputting and/or outputting an information signal corresponding to the operation transmitted from said operation transmitting member, wherein at least either one of said information input/output functioning member and said direct functioning member is designed to be connectable, and wherein either said direct functioning member or said information input/output functioning member that is incorporated in said operation transmitting member, and either said information input/output functioning member or said direct functioning member that is connected with said operation transmitting member are both designed to function in response to said operation.

9. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 8, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation receiving member for receiving an operation given by an operator and
- an adaptor member (126;136;138;151) including an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation receiving member, and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion having a standardized configuration for connecting said functioning member, and
- wherein either said direct functioning member or said information input/output functioning member that is incorporated in said operation transmitting member is incorporated in said adaptor member.

10. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 2, 4, 5, 8 and 9, wherein said direct functioning member
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11. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 3 to 5, 8 and 9, wherein said operation transmitting member or said adaptor member includes a lighting component (54).

12. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 3 to 5, 8 and 9, wherein said operation transmitting member is designed to be connectable with the functioning member including a lighting component (54) performing a lighting operation under control of a control unit (15).

13. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 3 to 5, 8 and 9, wherein said operation transmitting member is designed to be connectable with said functioning member including a lighting component (54) performing a lighting operation under control of a control unit (15), and wherein said functioning member with said lighting component and said information input/output functioning member are designed to be in direct electrical connection with each other.

14. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 10, wherein said lighting component is of a power saving, high luminance type.

15. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, wherein said operation transmitting member is connectable with an intermediary member (213-215) for providing said functioning member with an operation output corresponding to the operation given to the operation transmitting member.

16. The electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 8 and 9, wherein said adaptor member is designed to permit the connection of an intermediary member with said functioning-member dedicated connection portion, the intermediary member providing said functioning member with an operation output corresponding to the operation given to said operation transmitting member.

17. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4, wherein said operation transmitting member includes a plurality of connection portions permitting said direct functioning member and said information input/output functioning member to be concurrently connected therewith.

18. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said direct functioning member to be connected with said operation transmitting member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation transmitting member, and wherein said information input/output functioning member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion which is compatible with said operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion of said direct functioning member.

19. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said information input/output functioning member to be connected with said operation transmitting member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation transmitting member, and wherein said direct functioning member includes an operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion which is compatible with said operation-transmitting-member dedicated connection portion of said information input/output functioning member.

20. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 15, wherein said functioning member is designed to receive an operation outputted from said intermediary member.

21. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 15, wherein said intermediary member changes an operating direction of the operation received from said operation transmitting member and then outputs the resultant operation to said functioning member.

22. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 15, wherein said intermediary member provides said functioning member with the operation received from said operation transmitting member, as maintaining the operating direction thereof as it is.

23. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 3, wherein said operation transmitting member and said functioning
members are formed in one piece (119).

24. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation receiving member for receiving the operation given by the operator,
- an adaptor member (126;136;138;151) having an operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation receiving member, and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting said functioning member, and
- a functioning member having an adaptor-member dedicated connection portion to be connected with said functioning-member dedicated connection portion of said adaptor member.

25. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 24, wherein said adaptor member has a plurality of functioning-member dedicated connection portions, thus designed to permit a part of or the all of said functioning members to be concurrently connected therewith.

26. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation receiving member having a plurality of adaptor-member dedicated connection portions and receiving the operation given by the operator, and
- an adaptor member (126;136;138;151) having a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting said functioning member and designed to be connectable with a part of or the all of said adaptor-member dedicated connection portions at a time.

27. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 24, wherein said functioning member includes a functioning-member dedicated connection portion for connecting any one of the other functioning members.

28. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 9, wherein said adaptor member incorporates therein any one of said functioning members except for said functioning member connected therewith.

29. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 28, wherein said adaptor member incorporates therein a lighting component.

30. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 29, wherein said lighting component is of a power saving, high luminance type.

31. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 30, wherein said adaptor member changes an operation stroke and/or an operation position received by said operation receiving member and then provides the resultant operation to said functioning member.

32. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 31, wherein said operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion of said adaptor member includes:

- a base member (204) fixed to the operation receiving member, and
- a fixing member (205) for fixing a main body of the adaptor member to said base member.

33. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 16, wherein said adaptor member includes an intermediary-member dedicated connection portion for connecting the intermediary member for providing said functioning member with an operation output corresponding to the operation given to said adaptor member, and

- wherein said intermediary-member dedicated connection portion has a standardized configuration with respect to said operation-receiving-member dedicated connection portion and said functioning-member dedicated connection portion.

34. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 4 or 5, wherein said operation transmitting member includes:

- an operation member directly receiving the operation given by the operator,
an operation-adaptor member having an operation-member dedicated connection portion for connection with said operation member and an operation-connection-member dedicated connection portion, and an operation connection member having an operation-adaptor-member dedicated connection portion for connecting said operation-adaptor member and a functioning-member dedicated connection portion, having a standardized configuration for connecting said functioning member, and being connected with the operation-connection-member dedicated connection portion.

35. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 34, wherein said operation-adaptor member changes an operation stroke and/or an operation position received by said operation member and then provides the resultant operation to said functioning member.

36. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 2, wherein said functioning member includes a lighting component having a front-member dedicated connection portion for connection with a front member for indication and performing a lighting operation via said front member, and wherein said front-member dedicated connection portion has a configuration compatible with that of said direct functioning member or said information input/output functioning member.

37. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 23, wherein each of said functioning members is contained in a casing, wherein said operation transmitting member is mounted to said casing as allowed to transmit the operation given by the operator, and wherein said operation transmitting member and each of said functioning members are integrated into a unit block.

38. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 23, wherein said functioning members include a direct functioning member providing an output for switching between a conductive state and a non-conductive state, and an information input/output functioning member for inputting and/or outputting an information signal, wherein said direct functioning member and said information input/output functioning member are respectively contained in two sub-casings in detachably connected relation, wherein said operation transmitting member is mounted to either one of said sub-casings as allowed to transmit the operation given by the operator, and wherein said operation transmitting member and said functioning member are unified.

39. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 38, wherein said sub-casings are each designed to take the form of a connector detachably connected with the other.

40. The electrical component as claimed in Claim 38 or 39, wherein a communications contact as said information input/output functioning member has a plurality of output ports for providing control to output devices including the lighting component and the like, and wherein the same output is assigned to two or more of said plural output ports.

41. An emergency stop system employing the electrical component as claimed in any one of claims 2 to 5, the emergency stop system comprising an emergency control unit (15) responding to the information signal from said information input/output functioning member (55; 401) by providing control as to whether a control target (17, 111) is brought into an emergency stop or not, wherein said information input/output functioning member is connected to said emergency control unit whereas said direct functioning member (56) is connected to said control target, and wherein said direct functioning member brings said control target into an emergency stop according to the operation given to said electrical component by the operator whereas said emergency control unit brings said control target into an emergency stop according to the information signal inputted to and/or outputted from said information input/output functioning member.

42. A communications apparatus for use in a bus-system network employing the electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5 and communicating a communication signal of voltage signal via two bus lines (B1, B2; BL), the apparatus comprising a communications contact (55) having a communication function, and switch means including an operation section for inputting the signal to the communications contact, wherein said operation section has a contactless switching contact configuration.
43. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 42, wherein said operation section comprises a photointerruptor including a light emitting device and a photo acceptance unit, and a light-shielding member to block light emitted from said light emitting device to said photo acceptance unit in conjunction with a depressing operation.

44. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 42, wherein said operation section comprises a Hall element and a magnet having the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depressing operation, the lines of magnetic flux intersecting said Hall element.

45. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 42, wherein said operation section comprises a magnetic resistance element and a magnet having the number of lines of magnetic flux varied in conjunction with the depressing operation, the lines of magnetic flux intersecting said magnetic resistance element.

46. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 43, comprising a current control portion which responds to a movement of said light-shielding member by controlling a carrying current into said light emitting device to a set value for a fixed period of time starting from the time when the light from said light emitting device enters said photo acceptance unit, and a retaining section which responds to a movement of said light-shielding member by retaining a level of the input signal to said communications contact for a period of time between the time when the light from said light emitting device enters said photo acceptance unit and the time when the light from said light emitting device is blocked.

47. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 42, comprising a plurality of surge absorbing elements arranged in series between two transmission terminals of said communications contact which are connected to said two bus lines.

48. A communications apparatus for use in a bus-system network employing the electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5 and communicating a communication signal of voltage signal via two bus lines, the apparatus comprising switch means including a communications contact having a communication function and an operation section for inputting the signal to the communications contact, and a plurality of surge absorbing elements disposed in series between two transmission terminals of said communications contact which are connected with said two bus lines.

49. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 42 or 48, comprising a coil disposed in a main body thereof, wherein in a case where a plural number of said communications apparatus bodies are collectively arranged, said coils are located at places shifted from a line through a substantial center of adjoining surfaces of said communications apparatus bodies.

50. A communications apparatus for use in a bus-system network employing the electrical component as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5 and communicating a communication signal of voltage signal via two bus lines, the apparatus comprising a coil disposed in a main body thereof, wherein in a case where a plural number of said communications apparatus bodies are collectively arranged, said coils are located at places shifted from a line through a substantial center of adjoining surfaces of said communications apparatus bodies.

51. The communications apparatus as claimed in Claim 49 or 50, wherein said coils in respective ones of said apparatus bodies are substantially aligned on a line when said plural apparatus bodies are collectively arranged as directing the magnetic fluxes from the respective coils therein in the same direction, whereas said coils are disposed in respective ones of said apparatus bodies in shifted relation with an individual adjoining coil thereto when said plural apparatus bodies are collectively arranged as directing the magnetic fluxes from the respective coils therein in the opposite direction to the magnetic flux from an individual adjoining coil thereto.

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrische Komponente (51), mit:

   einer Kombination einer Vielzahl von Funktionselementen (54-56; 401), von denen jedes eine unterschiedliche Funktion besitzt,
   einer einzelnen Antriebsseinheit (52, 53, 63) mit einem Betätigungsübertragungselement mit Antriebselementen (74), das eine von einem Bediener gegebene Betätigung empfängt und die empfangene Betätigung an die
Funktionselemente überträgt, und die Vielzahl von Funktionselementen, die jeweils durch ein Antriebselement angetrieben werden, antreibt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Funktionselemente zumindest ein Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement (55; 401) zum Eingeben und/oder Ausgeben eines Informationssignals umfassen, das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement mit dem Betätigungsübertragungselement (63, 74) zum Empfangen der von dem Betätigungsübertragungselement empfangenen Betätigung verbunden ist, mit Busleitungen (BL; B1, B2) eines Netzwerks, die die elektrischen Komponenten nach außen verbinden, verbindbar ist, dazu angepasst ist, eine Gleichstromkomponente als Energie von den Busleitungen (BL; B1, B2) zu empfangen, und dazu angepasst ist, ein Informationssignal in die Busleitungen einzugeben oder ein Informationssignal in die Busleitungen einzugeben und von diesen auszugeben,

wobei das Informationssignal eine überlagerte Wechselstromkomponente ist.

2. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Funktionselemente zumindest ein Direktfunktionselement (56), das eine Ausgabe zum Umschalten zwischen einem leitenden Zustand und einem nicht leitenden Zustand bereitstellt, und ein Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement (55; 401) zum Eingeben und/oder Ausgeben eines Informationssignals umfassen.

3. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das Antriebselement ein Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst, das eine durch einen Bediener gegebene Betätigung empfängt und die empfangene Betätigung überträgt, und wobei die Funktionselemente jeweils mit dem Betätigungsübertragungselement zum Empfangen der von dem Betätigungsübertragungselement übertragenen Betätigung verbunden sind.

4. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei die Funktionselemente zumindest umfassen:


5. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei die Funktionselemente zumindest umfassen:


6. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst:

   ein Betätigungsempfangselement zum Empfangen der durch den Bediener gegebenen Betätigung, und ein Adapterelement (110; 126; 136; 138; 151) mit einem dem Betätigungsempfangselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zum Verbinden mit dem Betätigungsempfangselement, und einem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt mit einer standardisierten Konfiguration zum Verbinden des Funktionselement.

7. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst:

   ein Betätigungselement, das die durch den Bediener gegebene Betätigung direkt empfängt, und ein Betätigungsverbindungselement mit einem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt mit einer standardisierten Konfiguration zum Verbinden des Funktionselements, und wobei das Betätigungselement und das Betätigungsverbindungselement mittels eines Betätigungsadapterelements kombiniert sind.
8. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das Antriebselement ein Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst, das eine durch einen Bediener gegebene Betätigung empfängt, und die empfangene Betätigung überträgt, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement zumindest entweder ein Direktfunktionselement (56), als das Funktionselement, das eine Ausgabe zum Umschalten zwischen einem leitenden Zustand und einem nicht leitenden Zustand gemäß der durch das Betätigungsübertragungselement übertragenen Betätigung bereitstellt, oder ein Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement, als das Funktionselement, zum Eingeben und/oder Ausgeben eines Informationssignals entsprechend der durch das Betätigungsübertragungselement übertragenen Betätigung enthält, wobei zumindest eines des Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselements oder des Direktfunktionselements ausgestaltet ist, um verbindbar zu sein, und wobei entweder das Direktfunktionselement oder das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement, das in dem Betätigungsübertragungselement enthalten ist, und entweder das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement oder das Direktfunktionselement, das mit dem Betätigungsübertragungselement verbunden ist, beide ausgestaltet sind, um als Reaktion auf die Betätigung zu arbeiten.

9. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 8, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst:

   ein Betätigungsempfangselement zum Empfangen einer durch den Bediener gegebenen Betätigung, und

10. Elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2, 4, 5, 8 und 9, wobei das Direktfunktionselement oder das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement eine Beleuchtungskomponente (54) umfasst.

11. Elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, 8 und 9, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement oder das Adapterelement eine Beleuchtungskomponente (54) umfassen.

12. Elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, 8 und 9, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement ausgestaltet ist, um mit dem Funktionselement, das eine Beleuchtungskomponente (54) umfasst, das eine Lichtbetätigung unter Steuerung einer Steuerungseinheit (15) durchführt, verbindbar zu sein.

13. Elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, 8 und 9, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement ausgestaltet ist, um mit dem Funktionselement, das eine Beleuchtungskomponente (54) umfasst, das eine Lichtbetätigung unter Steuerung einer Steuerungseinheit (15) durchführt, verbindbar zu sein, und wobei das Funktionselement mit der Beleuchtungskomponente und das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement ausgestaltet sind, um miteinander in einer direkten elektrischen Verbindung zu stehen.


16. Elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 8 und 9, wobei das Adapterelement ausgestaltet ist, um die Verbindung eines Zwischenelements mit dem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zu erlauben, wobei das Zwischenelement das Funktionselement mit einer Betätigungsausgabe entsprechend der durch das Betätigungsübertragungselement gegebenen Betätigung versorgt.

17. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement eine Vielzahl von Verbindungsabschnitten umfasst, die erlauben, dass das Direktfunktionselement und das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement gleichzeitig mit diesem verbunden werden.


15. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 15, wobei das Zwischenelement eine Betätigungselement der von dem Betätigungsumttragungselement empfangenen Betätigung ändert, und dann die sich ergebende Betätigung an das Funktionselement ausgibt.

22. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 15, wobei das Zwischenelement das Funktionselement mit der von dem Betätigungsumttragungselement empfangenen Betätigung bereitstellt, wobei die Betätigungselement von dieser beibehalten wird wie sie ist.

23. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei das Betätigungsumttragungselement und die Funktionselemente in einem Stück (119) ausgebildet sind.

24. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei das Betätigungsumttragungselement umfasst:

-ein Betätigungsempfangselement zum Empfangen der von dem Bediener gegebenen Betätigung,
einem Adapterelement (126; 136; 138; 151) mit einem dem Betätigungsempfangselement zugeordneten Verbindungselement zur Verbindung mit dem Betätigungsempfangselement, und einem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zum Verbinden des Funktionselements, und
ein Funktionselement mit einem dem Adapterelement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt, der mit dem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt des Adapterelements zu verbinden ist.

25. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 24, wobei das Adapterelement eine Vielzahl von dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitten aufweist, derart ausgestaltet ist, um einem Teil oder allen der Funktionselemente zu erlauben, gleichzeitig mit diesem verbunden zu werden.

26. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei das Betätigungsumttragungselement umfasst:

ein Betätigungsempfangselement mit einer Vielzahl von dem Adapterelement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitten, das die durch den Bediener gegebene Betätigung empfängt, und einem Adapterelement (126; 136; 138; 151) mit einem dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zum Verbinden des Funktionselements, das ausgestaltet ist, um mit einem Teil oder allen der dem Adapterelement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitte gleichzeitig verbunden zu werden.

27. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 24, wobei die Funktionselemente einen dem Funktionselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zum Verbinden von einem der anderen Funktionselemente umfassen.

28. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei das Adapterelement irgendeines der Funktionselemente mit Ausnahme des damit verbundenen Funktionselementes enthält.

29. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 28, wobei das Adapterelement eine Beleuchtungskomponente enthält.

30. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 29, wobei die Beleuchtungskomponente von einer energiesparenden Art mit hoher Leuchtkraft ist.

31. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 30, wobei das Adapterelement einen Betätigungshub und/oder eine...
Betätigungsposition, die durch das Betätigungsempfangselement empfangen wird, ändert, und dann die sich ergebende Betätigung dem Funktionselement bereitstellt.

32. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 31, wobei der dem Betätigungsempfangselement zugeordnete Verbindungsabschnitt des Adapterelements umfasst:

- ein Baselement (204), das an dem Betätigungsempfangselement befestigt ist, und
- ein Befestigungselement (205) zum Befestigen eines Hauptgehäuses des Adapterelements an das Basiselement.


34. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement umfasst:

- ein Betätigungselement, das die durch den Bediener gegebene Betätigung direkt empfängt,
- ein Betätigungsadapterelement mit einem dem Betätigungselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zur Verbindung mit dem Betätigungselement und einem dem Betätigungsverbindungselement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt, und

35. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 34, wobei das Betätigungsadapterelement einen Betätigungshub und/ oder eine Betätigungsposition, die durch das Betätigungselement empfangen wird, ändert und dann die sich ergebende Betätigung dem Funktionselement bereitstellt.

36. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei das Funktionselement eine Beleuchtungskomponente für eine Kennzeichnung aufweist, die einen dem Vorderelement zugeordneten Verbindungsabschnitt zur Verbindung mit einem Vorderelement besitzt, und eine Beleuchtungsbetätigung über das Vorderelement durchführt, und wobei der dem Vorderelement zugeordnete Verbindungsabschnitt eine Konfiguration besitzen, die mit der des Direktfunktionselements oder des Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselements kompatibel ist.

37. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 23, wobei jedes Funktionselement in einem Gehäuse enthalten ist, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement an das Gehäuse angebracht ist, um die durch den Bediener gegebene Betätigung übertragen zu können, und wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement und jedes der Funktionselemente in einem Einheitsblock integriert sind.

38. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 23, wobei die Funktionselemente ein Direktfunktionselement, das eine Ausgabe zum Umschalten zwischen einem leitenden Zustand und einem nicht leitenden Zustand bereitstellt, und ein Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement zum Eingeben und/oder Ausgeben eines Informationssignals umfassen, wobei das Direktfunktionselement und das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement entsprechend in zwei Teilgehäusen in einer abnehmbar verbundenen Beziehung enthalten sind, wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement an einem der Teilgehäuse angebracht ist, um die durch den Bediener gegebenen Betätigung übertragen zu können, und wobei das Betätigungsübertragungselement und das Funktionselement vereinigt sind.

39. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 38, wobei die Teilgehäuse jeweils ausgestaltet sind, um die Form eines Konnektors anzunehmen, der abnehmbar mit dem anderen verbunden ist.

40. Elektrische Komponente gemäß Anspruch 38 oder 39, wobei ein Kommunikationskontakt als das Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement eine Vielzahl von Aus-
gabeanschlüssen aufweist, um eine Steuerung für Ausgabeeinheiten inklusive der Beleuchtungskomponente und ähnlichen bereitzustellen, und wobei die gleiche Ausgabe zwei oder mehreren der vielen Ausgabeanschlüssen zugewiesen wird.

41. Notaussystem, das die elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 5 verwendet, wobei das Notaussystem eine Notsteuerungseinheit (15) aufweist, die auf das Informationssignal von dem Informations-Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement (55; 401) reagiert, durch Bereitstellen einer Steuerung, ob ein Steuerziel (17, 111) in einen Notaus versetzt worden ist oder nicht, wobei das Informationssignal von dem Notsteuerungseinheit auf der elektrischen Komponente mit der Notsteuerungseinheit verbunden ist, wohingegen das Direktfunktionselement (56) mit dem Steuerungsziel verbunden ist, und wobei das Direktfunktionselement das Steuerungsziel gemäß der durch die elektrische Komponente durch den Bediener gegebene Betätigung in ein Notaus versetzt, wohingegen die Notsteuerungseinheit das Steuerungsziel gemäß dem Informationssignal, das in das Informationssignal/Eingabe/Ausgabe-Funktionselement eingegeben und/oder von diesem ausgegeben wurde, in ein Notaus versetzt.

42. Kommunikationsvorrichtung zur Verwendung in einem Bussystemnetz, das die elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 einsetzt, und ein Kommunikationssignal eines Spannungssignals über zwei Busleitungen (B1, B2; BL) kommuniziert, wobei die Vorrichtung einen Kommunikationskontakt (55) mit einer Kommunikationsfunktion und eine Umschalteinrichtung mit einem Betätigungsabschnitt zum Eingeben des Signals an den Kommunikationskontakt aufweist, wobei der Betätigungsabschnitt eine kontaktfreie Umschaltkontaktkonfiguration besitzt.


44. Kommunikationsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 42, wobei der Betätigungsabschnitt ein Hallelement und einen Magnet umfasst, dessen Anzahl von magnetischen Flusslinien in Verbindung mit der Drückbetätigung variiert, wobei die magnetischen Flusslinien das Hallelement kreuzen.

45. Kommunikationsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 42, wobei der Betätigungsabschnitt ein Reluktanzelement und einen Magnet umfasst, dessen Anzahl an magnetischen Flusslinien in Verbindung mit der Drückbetätigung variiert, wobei die magnetischen Flusslinien das Reluktanzelement kreuzen.


48. Kommunikationsvorrichtung zur Verwendung in einem Bussystemnetzwerk, das die elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 einsetzt, und ein Kommunikationssignal eines Spannungssignals über zwei Busleitungen kommuniziert, wobei die Vorrichtung eine Umschalteinrichtung mit einem Kommunikationskontakt mit einer Kommunikationsfunktion aufweist und einen Betätigungsabschnitt zum Eingeben des Signals in den Kommunikationskontakt, und wobei eine Vielzahl von Druckabsorptionselementen, die zwischen zwei Übertragungsterminals des Kommunikationskontakts, die mit den zwei Busleitungen verbunden sind, angeordnet sind.

49. Kommunikationsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 42 oder 48, mit einer Spule, die in einem Hauptgehäuse von dieser angeordnet ist, wobei in einem Fall, in dem eine Vielzahl der Kommunikationsvorrichtungsgehäuse gemeinsam angeordnet sind, diese Spulen an Stellen lokalisiert sind, die von einer Linie durch im Wesentlichen die Mitte von
aneinandergrenzenden Flächen der Kommunikationsvorrichtungsgehäuse verschoben sind.

50. Kommunikationsvorrichtung zur Verwendung in einem Bussystemnetzwerk, das die elektrische Komponente gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 einsetzt, und einem Kommunikationssignal eines Spannungssignals über zwei Busleitungen kommuniziert,
wobei die Vorrichtung eine Spule aufweist, die in einem Hauptgehäuse von diesem angeordnet ist, wobei in einem Fall, in dem eine Vielzahl der Kommunikationsvorrichtungsgehäuse gemeinsam angeordnet sind, die Spulen an Stellen lokalisiert sind, die von einer Linie durch im Wesentlichen die Mitte von aneinandergrenzenden Oberflächen der Kommunikationsvorrichtungsgehäuse verschoben sind.

51. Kommunikationsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 49 oder 50,
wobei die Spulen in entsprechenden der Vorrichtungsgehäuse im Wesentlichen auf einer Linie ausgerichtet sind, wenn die Vielzahl von Vorrichtungsgehäusen gemeinsam angeordnet sind, um die Magnetflüsse von den entsprechenden Spulen in diesem in die gleiche Richtung zu lenken, wohingegen die Spulen im entsprechenden der Vorrichtungsgehäuse in verschobener Relation mit einer einzelnen benachbarten Spule zu dieser angeordnet sind, wenn viele Vorrichtungsgehäuse gemeinsam angeordnet sind, um die Magnetflüsse der entsprechenden Spulen in diesem in die entgegengesetzte Richtung zu dem Magnetfluss von einer einzelnen benachbarten Spule zu lenken.

Revendications

1. Composant électrique (51) comprenant:

une combinaison de plusieurs éléments fonctionnels (54-56; 401) dont chacun possède une fonction différente,
une seule unité d’entraînement (52, 53, 63) comprenant un élément (A) de transmission opérationnel recevant une action procurée par un opérateur et transmettant l’action reçue aux éléments fonctionnels, et entraînant les nombreux éléments fonctionnels chacun entraîné par un élément d’entraînement, caractérisée en ce que lesdits éléments fonctionnels incluent au moins un élément fonctionnel (55; 401) d’entrée/sortie d’informations pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations,
le dit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations est connecté audit élément (63, 74) de transmission opérationnel pour recevoir l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel,
peut être connecté à 2 lignes de bus (BL; B1, B2) d’un réseau qui relie les composants électriques à l’extérieur,
est adapté pour recevoir une composante de courant continu comme alimentation électrique desdites lignes de bus (BL; B1, B2) et comprenant des éléments d’entraînement (74),
est adapté pour introduire aux lignes de bus un signal d’informations ou pour introduire et délivrer en sortie depuis les lignes de bus un signal d’informations, où le signal d’informations est une composante de courant alternatif superposée.

2. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits éléments fonctionnels incluent au moins un élément fonctionnel direct (56) fournissant une sortie pour la commutation entre un état conducteur et un état non-conducteur, et un élément fonctionnel (55; 401) d’entrée/sortie d’informations pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations.

3. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit élément d’entraînement comprend un élément de transmission opérationnel recevant une action fournie par un opérateur et transmettant l’action reçue, et dans lequel chacun desdits éléments fonctionnels est connecté audit élément de transmission opérationnel pour recevoir l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel.

4. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel lesdits éléments fonctionnels incluent au moins:

un élément fonctionnel direct (56) fournissant une sortie pour la commutation entre un état conducteur et un état non-conducteur selon l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel, et un élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations correspondant à l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel.
5. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel lesdits éléments fonctionnels incluent au moins:

un élément fonctionnel direct (56) fournissant une sortie pour la commutation entre un état conducteur et un état non-conducteur selon l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel, et

un élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations correspondant à une entrée reçue.

6. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend:

un élément de réception opérationnel pour recevoir l’action fournie par l’opérateur, et

un élément d’adaptation (110, 126; 136; 138; 151) comprenant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de réception opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément de réception opérationnel, et une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel ayant une configuration normalisée pour la connexion dudit élément fonctionnel.

7. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend:

un élément opérationnel recevant directement l’action fournie par l’opérateur, et

un élément de connexion opérationnel comprenant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel ayant une configuration normalisée pour connecter ledit élément fonctionnel, et

dans lequel ledit élément opérationnel et ledit élément de connexion opérationnel sont combinés au moyen d’un élément d’adaptation opérationnel.

8. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit élément d’entraînement comprend un élément de transmission opérationnel recevant une action fournie par un opérateur et transmettant l’action reçue, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel incorpore en lui au moins l’un ou l’autre d’un élément fonctionnel direct (56), comme ledit élément fonctionnel, fournissant une sortie pour la commutation entre un état conducteur et un état non-conducteur selon l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel, et un élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations, comme ledit élément fonctionnel, pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations correspondant à l’action transmise dudit élément de transmission opérationnel, dans lequel au moins l’un ou l’autre dudit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations et dudit élément fonctionnel direct est conçu de manière à pouvoir être connecté, et

dans lequel soit ledit élément fonctionnel direct soit ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations qui est incorporé dans ledit élément de transmission opérationnel, et soit ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations soit ledit élément fonctionnel direct qui est connecté audit élément de transmission opérationnel sont tous deux conçus pour fonctionner en réponse à ladite action.

9. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 8, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend:

un élément de réception opérationnel pour recevoir une action fournie par un opérateur, et

un élément d’adaptation (126, 136; 151) comprenant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de réception opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément de réception opérationnel, et une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel ayant une configuration normalisée pour connecter ledit élément fonctionnel, et

dans lequel soit ledit élément fonctionnel direct soit ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations qui est incorporé dans ledit élément de transmission opérationnel est incorporé dans ledit élément d’adaptation.

10. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 2, 4, 5, 8 et 9, dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel direct ou ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations comprend un composant d’éclairage (54).

11. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 3 à 5, 8 et 9, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel ou ledit élément d’adaptation comprend un composant d’éclairage (54).
12. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l'une quelconque des revendications 3 à 5, 8 et 9, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission opérationnel est conçu de manière à pouvoir être connecté à l'élément fonctionnel comprenant un composant d'éclairage (54) effectuant une opération d'éclairage sous la commande d'une unité de commande (15).

13. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l'une quelconque des revendications 3 à 5, 8 et 9, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission opérationnel est conçu de manière à pouvoir être connecté audit élément fonctionnel comprenant un composant d'éclairage (54) effectuant une opération d'éclairage sous la commande d'une unité de commande (15), et dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel avec ledit composant d'éclairage et ledit élément fonctionnel d'entrée/sortie d'informations sont conçus de sorte à avoir une connexion électrique directe entre eux.

14. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 10, dans lequel le dit composant d'éclairage est du type à économie d'énergie et à forte luminance.

15. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l'une quelconque des revendications 3, 4, 5, 8 et 9, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission opérationnel peut être connecté à un élément intermédiaire (213-215) pour doter le dit élément fonctionnel d'une sortie opérationnelle correspondant à l'opération fournie à l'élément de transmission opérationnel.

16. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l'une quelconque des revendications 8 et 9, dans lequel le dit élément d'adaptation est conçu pour permettre la connexion d'un élément intermédiaire à ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément fonctionnel, l'élément intermédiaire dotant le dit élément fonctionnel d'une sortie opérationnelle correspondant à l'action fournie audit élément de transmission opérationnel.

17. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend plusieurs parties de connexion permettant audit élément fonctionnel direct et audit élément fonctionnel d'entrée/sortie d'informations d'être simultanément connectés à celles-ci.

18. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel direct devant être connecté audit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément de transmission opérationnel, et dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel d'entrée/sortie d'informations comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel qui est compatible avec ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel dudit élément fonctionnel direct.

19. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel d'entrée/sortie d'informations devant être connecté audit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément de transmission opérationnel, et dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel direct comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel qui est compatible avec ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l'élément de transmission opérationnel dudit élément fonctionnel d'entrée/sortie d'informations.

20. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 15, dans lequel le dit élément fonctionnel est conçu pour recevoir une action délivrée en sortie dudit élément intermédiaire.

21. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 15, dans lequel le dit élément intermédiaire change une direction opérationnelle de l'action reçue dudit élément de transmission opérationnel et ensuite délivre en sortie l'action résultante audit élément fonctionnel.

22. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 15, dans lequel le dit élément intermédiaire dote le dit élément fonctionnel de l'action reçue dudit élément de transmission opérationnel, tout en maintenant la direction opérationnelle correspondante inchangée.

23. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission opérationnel et lesdits éléments fonctionnels sont formés en un seul tenant (119).

24. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel le dit élément de transmission
opérationnel comprend:

un élément de réception opérationnel pour recevoir l’action fournie par l’opérateur,
un élément d’adaptation (126; 136; 138; 151) ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de réception opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément de réception opérationnel, et une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel pour connecter ledit élément fonctionnel, et
un élément fonctionnel ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément d’adaptation devant être connectée à ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel dudit élément d’adaptation.

25. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 24, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation possède plusieurs parties de connexion dédiées à l’élément fonctionnel, conçues pour permettre à une partie ou à l’ensemble desdits éléments fonctionnels d’être simultanément connectés à celles-ci.

26. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend:

un élément de réception opérationnel ayant plusieurs parties de connexion dédiées à l’élément d’adaptation et recevant l’action fournie par l’opérateur, et
un élément d’adaptation (126, 136; 138; 151) ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel pour connecter ledit élément fonctionnel et conçue de manière à pouvoir être connectée à une partie ou à l’ensemble desdites parties de connexion dédiées à l’élément d’adaptation à la fois.

27. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 24, dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel pour connecter l’un quelconque des autres éléments fonctionnels.

28. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 9, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation incorpore en lui l’un quelconque desdits éléments fonctionnels à l’exception dudit élément fonctionnel qui lui est connecté.

29. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 28, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation incorpore en lui un composant d’éclairage.

30. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 29, dans lequel ledit composant d’éclairage est du type à économie d’énergie et à forte luminance.

31. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 30, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation change une course opérationnelle et/ou une position opérationnelle reçue par ledit élément de réception opérationnel et fournit ensuite l’action résultante audit élément fonctionnel.

32. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 31, dans lequel ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de réception opérationnel dudit élément d’adaptation comprend:

un élément de base (204) fixé à l’élément de réception opérationnel, et
un élément de fixation (205) pour fixer un corps principal de l’élément d’adaptation audit élément de base.

33. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 16, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation comprend une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément intermédiaire pour connecter l’élément intermédiaire afin de doter ledit élément fonctionnel d’une sortie opérationnelle correspondant à l’action fournie audit élément d’adaptation, et dans lequel ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément intermédiaire possède une configuration normalisée par rapport à ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de réception opérationnel et à ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel.

34. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel comprend:

un élément opérationnel recevant directement l’action fournie par l’opérateur,
un élément d’adaptation opérationnel ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément opérationnel pour la connexion audit élément opérationnel et à une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de connexion opérationnel,
et un élément de connexion opérationnel ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément d’adaptation opérationnel pour connecter ledit élément d’adaptation opérationnel et une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément fonctionnel possédant une configuration normalisée pour connecter ledit élément fonctionnel, et étant connectée à la partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément de connexion opérationnel.

35. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 34, dans lequel ledit élément d’adaptation opérationnel change une course opérationnelle et/ou une position opérationnelle reçue par ledit élément opérationnel et fournit ensuite l’action résultante audit élément fonctionnel.

36. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel comprend un composant d’éclairage ayant une partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément avant pour la connexion à un élément avant pour donner une indication et effectuer une opération d’éclairage par l’intermédiaire dudit élément avant, et dans lequel ladite partie de connexion dédiée à l’élément avant possède une configuration compatible avec celle dudit élément fonctionnel direct ou avec ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations.

37. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 23, dans lequel chacun desdits éléments fonctionnels est compris dans un boîtier, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel est monté dans ledit boîtier comme permis pour transmettre l’action fournie par l’opérateur, et dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel et chacun desdits éléments fonctionnels sont intégrés dans un bloc unitaire.

38. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 23, dans lequel lesdits éléments fonctionnels incluent un élément fonctionnel direct fournissant une sortie pour la commutation entre un état conducteur et un état non-conducteur, et un élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations pour introduire et/ou délivrer en sortie un signal d’informations, dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel direct et ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations sont respectivement compris dans deux sous-boîtiers dans une relation de connexion amovible, dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel est monté dans l’un ou l’autre desdits sous-boîtiers comme permis pour transmettre l’action fournie par l’opérateur, et dans lequel ledit élément de transmission opérationnel et ledit élément fonctionnel sont unifiés.

39. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 38, dans lequel lesdits sous-boîtiers sont chacun conçu pour prendre la forme d’un connecteur raccordé de manière amovible à l’autre.

40. Composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 38 ou 39, dans lequel un contact de communications comme ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations possède plusieurs ports de sortie pour fournir une commande à des dispositifs de sortie comprenant le composant d’éclairage et autres analogues, et où la même sortie est attribuée à deux ou à plusieurs ports parmi ladite pluralité de ports de sortie.

41. Système d’arrêt d’urgence utilisant le composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 2 à 5, le système d’arrêt d’urgence comprenant une unité de commande d’urgence (15) réagissant au signal d’informations provenant dudit élément (55; 401) fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations en fournissant une commande selon qu’une cible de commande (17, 11) est sur un arrêt d’urgence ou non, dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations est connecté à ladite unité de commande d’urgence tandis que ledit élément fonctionnel direct (56) est connecté à ladite cible de commande, et dans lequel ledit élément fonctionnel direct met ladite cible de commande sur un arrêt d’urgence selon l’action fournie audit composant électrique par l’opérateur tandis que ladite unité de commande d’urgence met ladite cible de commande sur un arrêt d’urgence selon le signal d’informations introduit dans et/ou délivré en sortie dudit élément fonctionnel d’entrée/sortie d’informations.

42. Appareil de communication à utiliser dans un réseau de système de bus utilisant le composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et communiquant un signal de communication d’un signal de tension par l’intermédiaire de deux lignes de bus (B 1, B2 ; B2), l’appareil comprenant un contact de communications (55) ayant une fonction de communication, et un moyen de commutation comprenant une section opérationnelle pour introduire le signal au contact de communications, dans lequel ladite section opérationnelle possède une configuration de contact de commutation sans contact.
43. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 42, dans lequel ladite section opérationnelle comprend un photo-interrupteur comprenant un dispositif électroluminescent et une unité photo-réceptrice, et un élément de protection contre la lumière pour bloquer la lumière émise dudit dispositif électroluminescent à ladite unité photo-réceptrice conjointement avec une opération d’appui.

44. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 42, dans lequel ladite section opérationnelle comprend un élément de Hall et un aimant ayant le nombre de lignes de flux magnétique qui varie en même temps que l’opération d’appui, les lignes de flux magnétique croisant ledit élément de Hall.

45. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 42, dans lequel ladite section opérationnelle comprend un élément de résistance magnétique et un aimant ayant le nombre de lignes de flux magnétique qui varie en même temps que l’opération d’appui, les lignes de flux magnétiques entrecroisant ledit élément de résistance magnétique.

46. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 43, comprenant une partie de commande de courant qui réagit à un mouvement dudit élément de protection contre la lumière en commandant un courant porteur dans ledit dispositif électroluminescent à une valeur établie pendant une période de temps fixe qui commence dès l’instant où la lumière dudit dispositif électroluminescent entre dans ladite unité photo-réceptrice, et une section de retenue qui réagit à un mouvement dudit élément de protection contre la lumière en retenant un niveau du signal introduit audit contact de communications pendant une période de temps entre l’instant où la lumière dudit dispositif électroluminescent entre dans l’unité photo-réceptrice et l’instant où la lumière dudit dispositif électroluminescent est bloquée.

47. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 42, comprenant plusieurs éléments d’absorption de surtension agencés en série entre deux terminaux de transmission dudit contact de communications qui sont connectés auxdites deux lignes de bus.

48. Appareil de communications à utiliser dans un réseau de système de bus utilisant le composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et communiquant un signal de communication d’un signal de tension à travers deux lignes de bus, l’appareil comprenant un moyen de commutation qui inclut un contact de communications ayant une fonction de communication et une section opérationnelle pour introduire le signal au contact de communications, et plusieurs éléments d’absorption de surtension disposés en série entre deux terminaux de transmission dudit contact de communications qui sont connectés auxdites deux lignes de bus.

49. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 42 ou 48, comprenant une bobine disposée dans un corps principal de celle-ci, où dans le cas où une pluralité desdits corps de l’appareil de communications sont agencés de manière collective, lesdites bobines sont situées à des endroits décalés d’une ligne à travers un centre essentiel de surfaces adjacentes desdits corps de l’appareil de communications.

50. Appareil de communications à utiliser dans un réseau de système de bus utilisant le composant électrique tel que revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et communiquant un signal de communication d’un signal de tension à travers deux lignes de bus, l’appareil comprenant une bobine disposée dans un corps principal de celle-ci, dans lequel dans le cas où une pluralité desdits corps de l’appareil de communications sont agencés de manière collective, lesdites bobines sont situées à des endroits décalés d’une ligne à travers un centre essentiel de surfaces adjacentes desdits corps de l’appareil de communications.

51. Appareil de communications tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 49 ou 50, dans lequel lesdites bobines dans des corps respectifs parmi lesdits corps de l’appareil sont essentiellement alignées sur une ligne lorsque lesdits nombreux corps de l’appareil sont agencés de manière collective tout en y dirigeant les flux magnétiques des bobines respectives dans la même direction, tandis que lesdites bobines sont disposées dans des corps respectifs parmi lesdits corps de l’appareil dans une relation de décalage avec une bobine individuelle qui lui est adjacente lorsque lesdits nombreux corps de l’appareil sont agencés de manière collective tout en y dirigeant les flux magnétiques des bobines respectives dans la direction opposée au flux magnétique d’une bobine individuelle qui lui est adjacente.
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- Capacitance (pF) vs. bias voltage (V)
- Line with triangles: Two in series
- Dash-dotted line: Single
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